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ABSTRACT
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BIOSURVEILLAI\CE II\ A FEDERATED DA]A

SOURCE tri\VIRO}{MEi\T
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PhD in Electrical and computer Engineering, university of Manitoba

Winnipeg, Manitoba R3T bV6 Canada
Supervisor: Dr. R. Mcleod
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August, 2007

Health surveillance can be viewed as an ongoing collection, analysis, interpre-
tation and dissemination of health related data for use in design, development,
deployment, and evaluation of a given health system in multipie spheres (ex:
animal, human, environment). A. we move into a sophisticated technologically
advanced era, there is a need for cost-effective and efficient health surveillance
methods and systems that will rapidly identify potential bioterrorism attacks and
infectious disease outbreaks. The main objective of such methods and systems
would be to reduce the impact of an outbreak by enabling appropriate officiais to
detect it quickly and implement timely and appropriate interventions. Identify-
ing an outbreak and/or potential bioterrorism attack days to weeks earlier than
traditional surveillance methods would potentially result in a reduction in mor-
bidity, mortality, and outbreak associated economic consequences. Proposed here
are methods for achieving an integrated health surveillance system. Specifically,
the research looks at a framework that would enable a user and/or a system to in-
terpret the anomaly detection results generated via multiple aberration detection
algorithms with some indication of confidence. Ideally, a framework takes into ac-
count the relationships between algorithms ancl procluces an unbiased confiflence
measure for identification of start of an outbreak.

Keywords: Health, disease surveillance, outbreak, bioterrorism, federated sources,
abe¡ration detection, syndromic, infectious disease.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As we move into â,n even more technologically advanced era, there is a need

and an opportunity for a cost-effective and efficient health surveillance system

that will rapidly identify bioterrorism attacks and infectious disease outbreaks 1.

The main objective of such a system is to reduce the impact of an outbreak by

enabling appropriate officials to detect it quicklv anci impiement timely, appro-

priate interventions. Identifying an outbreak andf or bioterrorist attack days to

weeks earlier than traditional surveillance wili result in a reduction in morbidity,

mortality, and its economic consequences.

Fig. 1.1 illustrates a typical outbreak curve that is expected for number of

cases immediately after a potential bioterrorist attack. As shown, there are three

main points of interest labeled as A, B and C. Detection of an outbreak at point

A is optimal and thus is referred to early detecti,on. The number of cases are on

the rise and hence detecting an outbreak at this point could be very effective and

lAn outbleak in sirnple sense may be defined as a sudden increase in number of cases of a
specific disease target tvpically confined to a smalÌ geographical area.
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Figure 1.1: Points of Interest in an Outbreak curve

it can potentially aid in minimizing the impact of a potential bioterrorist attack.

Point B iilustrates increasing number of cases during an already established out-

break, however, it might not be too late if an outbreak is detected at this point.

Finally' point C is location on the curve illustrating decreasing number of cases

during the tail-end of an outbreak. Although traditionai public health surveil-

lance systems would iike to identify an outbreak eariy on (at point A), typically

they detect an outbreak in between points A and B (identified as 2), which is

not really an ideal location on the curve. Numerous researchers are developing

techniques and algorithms to assist public health to shorten the time difference

between points A and 2. This is the gai,n that we need to strive to minimize lif
not completely alleviate) in devising future surveilance systems.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Why do we need Surveillance? - A Real

Scenario

The first typical symptoms from many of the agents with a high probability of

use for bioterrorist activity mimic those of influenza [1]. An effective influenza

surveillance program is in unique position of being able to identify an outbreak

of suspicious illness, possibly even a biological terror event. When presented

with flu-like symptoms, a high incidence of positive influenza test results could

indicate an influenza outbreak. Conversely, a high incidence of negative results

might indicate a suspicious illness. An international infl.uenza epidemic of 1918-

1919 infect ed 20% to 40% of the world's population [2, g, 4). More than 20 million

people died in iess than a year, about 500,000 of them in the United States alone.

More people died during this influenza pandemic than during World War I or

the Bubonic Plague (also known as Black Death that occured between 1347 and

1351). It took the influenza virus of 1918 only three months to spread across

the world. It has been cited as the most devastating epidemic in recorded world

history. Known as the Spanish Flu or La Gri,ppe, this influenza pandemic was

a global disaster and not totally independant of events of World War I with its

considerable movements of populations and groups of people.

In February 7957, the Asian influenza pandemic was first identified in the Far

East [5]. Immunity to this strain was rare in people less than 65 years of age, and

a pandemic was predicted. In preparation, vaccine production began in late May

1957, and health officials increasecl surveillance for flu outbreaks. Ijnlike the virus

that caused the i918 pandemic, the 1957 pandemic virus was quickly identified

due to past experiences. Vaccine was available in limited supply by August 1952.
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The virus catne to the Unitecl States, with a series of smâll outbreaks over the

surnmer of the same 1¡eàr. By December 1957. the t orst seemed to be or.cr.

However, during January and February 1958, there was another u'ave of illness

among the elderll,. This is an example of the potential second utaue of infections

that can develop during a pandemic. The disease infects one group of people

fìrst, infì:ctions appc:al to clccreasc arrrì tlicn infectiorrs inct:asc in a rìil{r:rt:nt part

of the population.

The Hong Kong influenza pandemic was first deteci,ed in early 1g68 i5]. The

first cases in the United States l'ere detected as early as September of that year,

but iliness dicl not become widesp¡ead until l)ecember. Tìre number of deaths

between Septcrnber 1968 and \'iarch 1969 for this pandemic was 33.800 in the

United States, nàking it the mildest pardernic in the 20th century. Thcre coulcl

be several reasons wh¡. fewer people died due Lo this virus. First, the lìong Kong

flu virus was similar in soLne rvays to the Asian flu virus that circulatecl betü'eet

1957 and 1968. trarlicr infcctions by the Asian flu vilus might havc providctl somc

irnmunity against the Hong Kong flu virus and this ma1' have helpeci t,o reduce the

severity of illness during the Hong Kong pandemic. Second, instead of peaking

in September or October. like the pandemic influenza hacl in the prer,.ious trvo

p¿ìndemics. this pandemic did not gain momentum until near the school holidays

in lJecember. Sûrce childrel l'ere at home, tìre rate of influenza transmission

among school children and tìreir families decìined. Third, iurproved medical care

and antiblotics that rvere mole effectir.e for secor.idary bactelial infcctions rvere

available for those ',vho became ill-

Aboui 10 years lateÌ in \4ay 1977, influenza A/H1N1 virus u'as isolated in

northern China. It sprcad rapidly and caused epidemic disease in children and
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young adults worldwide [5]. This virus was similar to other A/H1]J1 viruses

that had circulated prior to 1957. Persons born before 1957 were likely to have

been exposed to A/H1N1 and to have developed some immunity. Therefore,

when A/H1N1 reappeared in 7977, many people over the age of 23 had some

protection against the virus. By January 7978, the virus had spread around

the world. Because illness occurred primarily in children, this event was not

considered a true pandemic.

The most recent pandemic scares occurred in 7997, 1999 and 2003. In 1g92,

at least a few hundred people became infected with the avian A/H5l\1 flu virus in

Hong Kong and six out of 18 people who were hospitalized died [6]. Fortunately,

this virus did not appeil to be transmissible from person to person. To prevent

the spread of this virus, all chickens (approximately 1.5 million) in Hong Kong

were slaughtered. In 1999, a new avian flu virus - A/H9N2 - was identified

that caused illnesses in two chiidren in Hong Kong [Z]. Although both of these

viruses have not gone on to start pandemics, their continued presence in birds,

their ability to infect humans, and the ability of influenza viruses to change and

become more transmissible among people is an ongoing concern.

In 2003, the world witnessed a disease that was spreading from person to

person and continent to continent. This illness \Mas soon identified as Severe

Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS), which is considered to be the first seuere

and readi,Iy transmzss'ible new d'isease to emerge dn the twenty-fi,rst century [g).

According to [9], within 4 months after the first global alert about the new disease,

all known chains of transmission had been interrupted in an outbreak that affected

27 countries. As of JuLy 11, 2003 in its daily summary [10], the world Health

Organization reported 8,437 probable cases of SARS and 813 deaths worldwide,
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and the toll has since risen to about 900 as some previously-ill individuals have

succumbed.

While previous influenza pandemics were naturally occurring events, an in-

fluenza pandemic could be started with an intentional release of a deliberately

altered influenza strain [11]. An influenza virus, especially one genetically manip-

ulated for increased virulence, would be an attractive weapon for bioterrorists, ac-

cording to physicians writing in the Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine [12].

As a potential biologicai weapon, influenza has several advantages over smaì.lpox,

including ready accessibility. According to [1], since the terrorist attacks of 2001,

We must . consider the possi,bi,li,ty of mal'ic'ious genetic engi,neering to create

more a'iruLent strains. Sequen,cing oÍ the gen,ome of th,e 1g1B Spani,sh, in,fluenza

u'irus is nearly complete; once 'it'is published, unscrupulous sc,ient'ists could" pre-

sumably uti,li,ze cand'idate ui,rulence sequences. Influenza is usually transmitted

by direct contact, but aerosol transmission also occurs and requires 27,000 tzmes

fewer u'irions to induce equi,ualent disease, the article states.

Influenza virus is far more accessible than Smallpox virus, known stocks of

smalipox are held only in secure facilities. As mentioned in [13], Smallpox is a

serious, contagious, and sometimes fatal infectious disease. It is classified as a

Category A agent by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Category A

agents are believed to pose the greatest potential threat for adverse public heaith

impact and have a moderate to high potential for large-scale dissemination. The

last naturally occurling case in the world was in Somalia in 7977. Influenza has

other potential advantages over Smallpox as a v/eapon:

o Since influenza occurs naturally, an epidemic would have more time to
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spread before triggering a major public health response.

Post-exposure immunization is ineffective for influenza because of its short

incubation period (one to four days); this is not the case with smallpox.

o Influenza is harcler to eradicate than smallpox because it has animal ancl

avian reservoirs.

In the list of potential bioterrorist agents, influenza is classified as a category

C agent: Emergi,ng pathogens that could be engineered, for mass di,ssemination

zn the future because of auai,lability; ease of producti,on and d'issemination; and,

potential for high morbi,di,ty and mortality rates and major health i.mpact lr4].

L.2 Canadian Public Health Infostructure

In october 2003, the Health Canada advisory committee on SARS and pub-

lic health published the, Naylor Report [15] that provides recommendations for

a public health infostructure, which is intended to increase capability in three

major areas includíng disease surueillance, outbreak management and en-Lergency

Tesponse.

The report includes guidelines for the co-ordination of various government and

non-government organizations, their roles, and their application of information

technoiogy for outbreak surveillance. It also discusses legislation which governs

the collection and disclosure of private health information. It introduces existing

laws for ensuring individual privacy and their implications for disease surveillance.

The report suggests enacting a new Canada Health Protect'ion,Acú which would
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form the legislative basis for disease surveillance system to collect identifiable

personal health information.

The proposed Canada Health Protection Act outiines principles that would

govern the collection and use of identifiable information. In addition, the pro-

posed act also includes a proportionality principle that requires: collecting or

disclosing as little identifying information as is required in order to achieve the

public health objective; conversion to de-identified data as soon as possible and

Iimiting access to identifiable personal heaith information; prohibiting the use of

identiflable personal heaith information to make decisions about an individual in

other contexts.

A health surveillance system requires collection of vast amounts of personal

health information for potential record-linkage exercise in case of a true outbreak

and thus need for patient traceability. It has been understood from the scenario

of the SARS outbreak that very few abnormai cases are reported at an early

stage. Personal information of individuals involved in those few cases can be a

very criticai pieces of information in detecting an outbreak at a very early stage.

Human intervention is typically required to do such patient record-linkage due

to privacy reguiations. Information technology systems must seamlessly enable

such linkage capability by potentiaily setting up automated processes that could

be invoked during a real need.
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1.3 lNeed for Early Detection

Increasing frequency of biological crisis, both natural (e.g. SARS, BSE) and in_

tentional (e.g' anthrax), illustrate that health surveillance need.s to be enhanced

to meet the challenges facing today's society. One key issue is the lack of integra-

tion between different information systems that neecl to be accessecl by various

stakeholders for decision making, both front line health professionals and policy

makers alike. Providing timeiy and accurate information requires contributions

by the following main components among others: (1) data visualization (reports,

trends and maps); (2) data quality and integritv; (3) data transfer systems; (4)

data standardization systems; and (5) anomaly detection algorithms. One of the

approaches that the research community has adopted is looking at diagnostic

(ex: respiratory, gastro-intestinal) data using synd,romic surueillance systems. It
may be the ideal type of health surveillance to detect outbreaks whether they

are intentional or naturally occurring events. Such systems monitor for disease

by tracking symptom complexes that are representative of specifrc diseases being

studied. The system looks for significant increases in the frequency of a given

syndrome against a baseline and provides timely notification of any abnormal

increase. The use of advanced technology in syndromic surveillance enhances the

near real time detection and notification of outbreaks. A detailed view of some

of the existing systems is presented in the later chapters.

Although considered a fairly recent approach, syndromic surveillance meets

the neecl for a means to identify a significant health threat as early as possible

and take steps to mitigate its effect. The recent outbreak of SARS in Asia is an

example of an epidemic whose effects might have been more limited had it been

detected earlier. Such disease outbreaks do not stop at geopolitical borders; they
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affect people in neighboring jurisdictions, which underlines the need for public

heaith entities to collaborate on systematically gathering and analyzing health

data. The goal is to recognize disease patterns early and to notify health care

workers and the public in order to safeguard public health and save lives.

To scan for possible outbreaks andf or bioterrorist attacks we need to, in ad-

dition to syndromic surveillance, investigate various types of data sources as well

as different health systems (not just pubiic health). In addition to clinical (di-

agnostic) data, we must look at pre-diagnostic data that describe health seeking

behavior such as pharmaceutical over-the-counter (OTC) sales, weather, radia-

tion data, and laboratory requisitions. Moreover, we must also consider health

systems beyond public health including animal health and, enai,ronmental health.

Algorithms need to be developed to parse cross-relationships between these data

sources to provide a comprehensive view at health of a given geographical area.

Another key component to real-time detection is the capability to extract

data as soon as it enters the system. Most of the existing systems require manual

data entry andf or automated routine data transfers. Due to the geographical

setup of countries (esp. Canada), a much better way to get data from an already

overworked clinical environment (hospitals and tabs) is for the data to be gathered

automatically. The clinician does not have to make the effort to create a manual

public health report; instead, the report is generated and sent automatically as

a by-product of daiiy workflow.

Most surveillance systems collect data from distributed geographic location

into a central system. Data analysis or decision-making is accomplished at a

central system. Local and regional data sources have to rely on the decisions made

at the central system. This requires the system to be capable of close to real-time

10
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algorithm execution and result management that facilitate quick access to results

in a federated environment. Aithough this seems to be a common approach, with

recent advances in communications related technoiogies, federated architectures

that support distributed processing and analysis of data must also be considered.

L.4 Summary

In summary, an inter-disciplinary heatth surveiliance approach needs to be em-

braced, where health officials, assisted by automated acquisition of data and

generation of alarms using statistical tools, monitor disease indicators continu-

ally (reat-time) or at minimum daily (aggregate) to detect outbreaks of diseases

earlier and more completely than would otherwise be possible with traditional

public health methods. Moreover, due to the hie¡archical and disparate nature

of the heaith system, various types of health-care facilities will have to interact

and participate and thus generate massive amounts of data and result sets that

need to be analyzed for anomalies and presented to the public health individuals

for investigation and decision making.

There is a need for a software system to present trends and maps for di-

verse data types based on collecting disparate data as well as performing area-

based parameterized anomaly detection and result management; a conceptual

system, arch'itecture for real-t'ime 'information standardi,zation and, transforrna-

tion (ÃP|TIST), is proposed here that outlines major functional blocks within a

typical real-time surveillance system. Moreover, due to vast amount of potential

data from heterogeneous sources and availability of multipie anomaly detection

algorithms, there is a ciefinite need for an efficient algorithm or set of algorithms

11
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to summarize the outcome of different anomaly detection algorithms applied to

the same data source. A novel system that analyzes the results generated by

execution of a set of algorithms to generate intelligence is proposed. This sys-

tem, referred to as conf,dence-based aberration i,nterpretati,on framework (CAIF),

is based on understanding the relationships between the outcomes of various al-

gorithms.

Furthermore, there is also a need to support existing centralized systems with

a framework that can perform anomaly detection at the data providing source

and in a distributed manner to respect privacy rules; this type of architecture will

require further research work to investigate algorithms and processes to enable

physicai implementation which is beyond the scope of this research. However,

efl'ort wili be made to identify further research areas to provide some gui¿ance

for future researchers interested in pursuing this further.

A detailed analysis of some of the existing surveillance systems and anomaly

detection algorithms is necessary to form the basis for solving the three gaps as

identified above. Chapter 2 provides a detailed literature review of some of the

key surveillance systems that are in use today. A detailed review of analytical

anomaly detection algorithms is provided in Chapter 3, which includes some of

the most commonly used anaiytical algorithms by the existing systems. Chapter 4

presents a conceptual architecture for a typical real-time surveillance system that

is based on studying various systems and provicles a justification for the need of

a framework that interprets anomaly detection outputs from various algorithms.

The details of the proposed confidence-based anomaly interpretation framework

are presented in Chapter 5, with corresponding simulation results discussed at

72
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iength in chapter 6. chapter 7 goes on further to compare the proposed frame-

work with some of the commonly used techniques in pattern recognition. Chapter

8 presents a summary of the work done throughout the research.

13



Chapter 2

Review of Existing Surveillance

Systems

Real-time public health data surveillance systems are becoming key tools to detect

epidemics and initiate timely responses to outbreaks. An effective surveillance

system would be able to detect the onset of any bioterrorism related or naturally

occurring disease outbreak at an early stage. such early warning can aid in
effective mobilization of resources during an outbreak. The existing surveillance

systems can be classified into three groups: clinician reporting basecl surveillance,

laboratory based surveillance and syndromic surveiliance.

Clini'ci,an reporti'ng based suruei,llance is based on ciinician reporting of dis-

ease counts after definitive testing and diagnosis. Traditionai public health sur-

veiliance systems partially follow this approach, which requires waiting for con-

firmed resuits of diagnosis. This delay can seriously undermine the primary goal

of initiating rapid response from public health departments.

I4
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Laboratory based surueillance depends on data collected directiy from labora-

tories including requisition, test clates ancl confirmecl clates. An exampie of such

a system includes the Canadian National Enteric Surveillance Program (NESp)

[16] which looks at weekly confirmed cases of enteric diseases acïoss the country.

Syndromic surue'illance refers to methods that collect and analyze data about

syndromes from physicians prior to definitive diagnoses [rz]. A syndrome is a

recognizable complex of symptoms and signs, rvhich indicate a specific disease or

condition for which a direct cause is not necessarily understood. Such systems

are al.so being used in monitoring of pharmaceutical data such as over-the-counter

(oTC) sales of health care products [18, 1g] and telephone triage [1g, 20].

According to [21], the factors that make syndromic surveillance more effective

over traditional surveillance include the following:

. Some diseases, such as fülaremia, have a

riod between the exposure and the start

clinical signs decreases the probability of

require special tests or are not detectable

Viral hemorrhagic fever).

short incubation period (the pe-

of symptoms). The absence of

clinical diagnosis. Some diseases

through initial routine tests (e.g.

o Syndromic surveillance systems can monitor non-traditionai data sources

such as grocery and over-the-counter medication sales, school absenteeism,

or video/audio systems for monitoring coughs in public places [22, 2B],

among others. These non-traditional data sources can be helpful for early

outbreak detection because the outbreak footprint is likely to exist in these

data earlier than in medical or pubiic health data.
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Although, real-time syndromic surveillance is attractive and timely, significant

concerns have been raised about the performance of some algorithms.used in such

systems [23,24,25).

o The studies in 127, 25, 261show that some algorithms used in syndromic

surveillance systems are susceptible to reporting faise positives, that is, de-

tect an anomaly during peace time. Most syndromic surveillance systems

set their anomaly detection thresholds to be as sensitive as possible to min-

imize the risk of missing important events, producing frequent false alarms,

which may be determined to be false positives by subsequent investigation.

These systems face inherent trade-offs between timeliness and number of

false positives. False positives have a negative impact on public health sur-

veillance because they can lead to expensive resource utilization for further

investigation and can cause undue concern among the general public.

o Syndromic surveillance systems can monitor data from multiple heteroge-

neous sources. These include traditional sources such as emergency de-

partment, hospital admission, and laboratories, as well as non-traditional

sources such as retail stores, pharmacies, and schools. Therefore, a shared

vocabuiary (also known as ontology) is needed [27] for describing outbreak

conditions so that different systems under different scenarios can be aggre-

gated and studied.

o Depending on the number of data providers, there can be enormous amount

of data collected and thus, a need for large number of algorithmic execution

to detect potential anomalies. This c¡eates a complexity in management of

these executions so that results can be communicated in an efficient manner.
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This section presents a summary of some of the major existing syndromic

surveiilance systems around the globe in terms of their objectives, data collection

and analysis methods.

2.L Electronic Surveillance System for the

Early Notification of

Epidemics (ESSENCE)

Community-based

A syndromic surveillance system undertaken by Department of Defense, USA as

part of its Global Emerging Infections Surveillance and Response System [2g].

The primary objective of ESSEI'ICE is to enable early detection disease outbreak

due to bio-terrorist attacks in the Washington D.C. area. ESSENCE collects

data from numerous emergency rooms and primary care clinics at multiple mili-

tary treatment facilities. These data providers send diagnoses data of each patient

encounter using the ICD-9-CM 1 codes. The system started collecting data elec-

tronically on a daiiy basis beginning in December 19g9. ICD-g-cM codes are

grouped into seven syndrome ciusters for analysis: Respi,ratory, Gastrointestinal,

Feuer, Dermatological, Hemorrhag,ic, Neurologzcal and, Com¿. ESSENCE builds

a baseline level for each of these seven groups and monitors any fluctuations. It
uses two main approaches for anomaly detection:

1' Linear regression is used for groups whose counts show weekly and seasonal

variation.
llnternational classification of Diseases, gth Revision, cÌinical Nlodification
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2. Poisson regression is used for groups whose daily counts is much smaller,

that do not show weeklv trends.

ESSENCE generates a warning if the actual count crosses a threshold that

corresponds to a 95% confidence interval of expected count. In addition to

data analysis, ESSENCE also incorporates visuaiization of the data through ge-

ographic information system (GIS) tool which plots cases by patient home ZIp

code. Such visuaiization would help observe outbreak trends in a region.

Another system extended from ESSEI\CE is ESSENCBII [24]. lt integrates

anaiysis of clinical and non-clinical data sets for early detection of outbreaks.

Clinical data include Emergency room syndromes, private-practice billing codes

and veterinary syndromes, whereas non-clinical data include absenteeism, nurse

hotline calls, sales of OTC medications. In addition to the data collection in the

form of ICD-9 codes as in originat ESSEIICE system, ESSENICE-II collects data

in the form of chief complaints. ESSENCE-II uses natural language processing

methods to convert free-text chief complaints into syndrome groups. For out-

break detection, ESSENCE uses only temporal detection methods. However,

ESSENCE-II has used both temporal and spatial detection methods. Temporal

detection methods include Exponential Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) and

methods used in the Early Aberration Reporting System (EARS) [2g], whereas

spatial detection methods use the KulLdroff scan statistic [30]. ESSENCE-II has

described a set of steps to develop simulated outbreak scenarios to test its per-

formance [31]. It presents an evaluation of detection performance based on using

different sources of data.
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2.2 Real time outbreak and Disease surveil-

lance (RODS)

This is a public health surveillance system developed at the RODS laboratory of

the Center for Biomedical Informatics at the University of Pittsburgh [32] that

has been in operation in western Pennsylvania since 1999. Similar to ESSENICE,

the primary design objective of RODS is to automatically collect any amount or

type of data from as wide area as necessary and perform data analysis in close to

real-time.

In RODS architecture, computing systems at each hospital or health-care facil-

ity stores patients' registration with chief complaint data. These registration data

are sent to the central system as Health Level 7 (HLZ) messages over a secure vir-

tual private network (VPN). RODS uses a naive Bayesian classifier to classify the

free-text chief complaints into one of seven syndrome categories: constitutional,

respiratory, gastrointest'inal, neurological, botulinic, rash, hemorrhag,ic, which are

stored in a centralized database. The system employs various anomaly detection

algorithms including Recursive Least Square (RLS), Cumulative Sums (CUSUM)

and a non-standard form of EWMA and CIJSIJM.

2.3 syndromic Surveillance rnformation collec-

tion (SSIC)

SSIC system [33] has been developed as a result of collaboration of the Clin-

ical Information Research Group at the University of Washington and Public
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Health-Seattie and King County. SSIC employs automated collection of data
from heterogeneous sources, normalizes and stores data in a central database and

provides secure' remote access to data for public health professionals running

aberration detection software. The surveillance system collects anonymized pu-

tient data from multiple health-care systems in King county, washington. Data
are collected in the form of ICD-9 codes or keywords present in chief complaints.

Data is extracted on daily basis from the remote sites into central system. Data
are transmitted through secure Hyper Text Transfer protocoi (HTTps). Data
are normalized into common eXtensible Markup Language (xML) format be_

fore being entered into the database. Some aberration detection software written
in SAS is being used at the central system. No additional information on the
performance or effi.ciency of the ssIC system is available at this time.

2.4 Biological spatio-Temporal outbreak Rea-

soning Model (BioSTORM)

BioStorm [34] introduces a novel knowledge-based approach to integrate surveil-

Iance data and knowledge from disparate data sources for rapid epidemic detec-

tion' Statistical time-series methods attempt to detect abnormality using raw

disease counts, whereas humans use knowledge and concepts to reason about in-
creased trends and sudden spikes. Epidemiologists can use qualitative knowledge

to understand the temporal and semantic relationships among data from differ-
ent sources' The goal of BioStorm is to incorporate qualitative knowledge into
statistical analysis. Biostorrn icrentifies three sources of data:
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Pre-clinical data; school or l'orlç absenteeism.

Clinical pre-diagnostic data: test orders, signs and synÌptoms

Diagnostic results: test results and càse inter\¡ie\l,s.

BioStorm also proposes to create two knowledge bases

1. Syndrone knorvlcdge base, r4rich deflnes relationship of individual data to

syndrome for illness.

2. trpidemic Ì<nowÌedge l¡ase. rvhich deflnes rclationship of popuÌation-lel'el-

aggregate-data to the state of cpidemic.

Pre-clinìcal data. clinical pre-diagnostic data and diagnostic data are analyzed

to detect cases of syndromes using mles and rclationships of syndrome knorvledge

base. After this stage. à spatiâl registration rnethod converts data into common

spatial representation (e.g. àggregàtion of syndromes to ZIP codcs) to facilitate

spatial analysis. Next, data are normalized to account for vari¿tions in data

sources due to temporal cycles. Once data are normalized, BioStorm uses spatial

and temporal sta,tisticàl methods to detect outbreaks. BioStorn proposes to use

cpidemic ontolog\¡ in the detection process.

2.5 National Retail Data Monitor (NRDM)

The \ationaÌ Retail Data N.{onitor [18] is a svndromic-surveillance bæed approach

thât collects and anal}'zes sàles of over-the-counrer (OTC) health care products

2.
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to detect outbreak. it has been observed that at the early onset of epidemic, the

mass population that have been exposed to disease agents may show common

syndromes and are more likely to self-treat with OTC health care products that

to see a physician. Therefore, monitoring sales of health care products can detect

outbreaks at early stage and give health professionals some precious lead-time

to respond. The National Retail Data Monitor receives data daily from 10,000

stores that belong to national chains. Sales data include products' Universal

Product Code (UPC). Each of these UPCs is mapped one of pre-defined product

categories. Sales of products can be aggregated to clusters of zip codes. Unusual

patterns of sales can be visualized and monitored on maps.

2.6 Lightweight Epidemiological Advanced De-

tection Emergency Response System (LEAD-

ER,S)

LEADERS [35] introduces the concept of pattern-based surveillance whereby ex-

perts are interviewed to create specific patterns which are then applied to collected

data. LEADERS supports three types of data feeds:

1. Continuous Data Feeds: LEADERS published an xML Document Type

Definition (DTD) and plans support for Health Level z (HL7) data via

XML feed.

2. Web-based Manual Data Coll.ection: Data entry based on individual patient

encounters using minimal data entry tasking.
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3. Bulk Data Load: In-Patient Data and Out-Patient Encounter Data.

After September 11 2001 various hospitals nationwide have been connected to

this system. It was deployed at the 2001 World Series event. Some of the other

prior events include: 2001 Super Bowl in Tampa, Florida, 2001 World Series in

Phoenix, Arizona, and New York City and 2000 Republican National Convention.

The system performs four levels of monitoring:

Population Monitoring: examples, a rapidiy increasing number of diagnosed

cases of a specific disease in a normally healthy population; and lower at-

tack rates among people who had been indoors, especially in areas with

filtered air or closecl ventilation systems, compared with people who hacl

been outdoors.

Diagnosis Monitoring: examples, bubonic plague; diagnosis of patients with

a positive tuberculosis test; and dengue fever.

Syndrome Monitoring: examples, respiratory; gastrointestinal; fever; and

rash.

Event Monitoring: examples, any single syndrome rises ten percent higher

than the running event average for all event locations; and total admissions

among all hospitals for an event rise ten percent.
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2.7 Composite Occupational Health and Oper-

ational Risk Tracking (COHORT)

COHORT [36] provides real-time surveillance of the medical care and treatment

of specified groups of military personnel across multiple medical health facilities

throughout the world.

COHORT leverages existing normalized clinical data available from opera-

tional decentralized Integrated Clinical Database (ICDB) sites. Locally deployed

ICDB systems support the Military Heaith System health care providers who

deliver clinical services to all enrolled members of the military health care com-

munity. As entries and updates are made on the local ICDB system, a software

agent transmits the new or updated medical data to the centralized COHORT

database. In effect, the data are made available to COHORT at the same time

the data is made available to the local health care provider.

The system uses a variety of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software to de-

velop reports, charts and database. The architecture is based on J2EE technology

with an Oracle database backend. The system also utilizes Oracle Data Mining

(ODM)' which incorporates supervised and unsupervised learning models. Su-

pervised learning models, sometimes called directed models, are used to predict a

value, or probability. These techniques are appropriate for scenarios where you

identify a dependent variable and want to model how a group of independent

variables influence it.
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2-8 rnfectious Disease surveillance rnformation

System (ISIS)

In the Netherlands, an automated outbreak detection system for all types of

pathogens has been developed within an existing electronic laboratory-based sur-

veiliance svstem called ISIS [37]. Fi':atures inclucle the use of a flexible algorithm

for daily analysis of data and presentation of signals on the Internet for interpre-

tation by health professionals.

Over 90% of the 76 microbiologic laboratories in the lrletherlands are asso-

ciated with public hospitals; less than ten percent are private laboratories not

associated with hospitals. Other than ten notifiable infectious cliseases, micro-

biologic laboratories have no legal requirement to provide data for surveillance.

Since 1994, ISIS has collected anonymous positive and negative test results on

more than 350 pathogens directly from voluntarily participating laboratories on

a daily basis in a fully automated system that uses electronic data interchange.

The system uses two types of statistical algorithms for identifying outbreaks:

1. The first is a rolling seven-day totai calculated daily: This variation is based

on an algorithm that calculates expected weekly totals of a certain pathogen

and a threshold value of 2.56 standard deviations from the mean (equivalent

to a 99To confidence interval). A seven-day winclow aclvances day-by-day as

new data enter the system and a new seven-day observed totai is calculated

daily and compared with the expected value for that epidemiologic week

(Monday to Sunday). If the observed total is over the threshold, a signal is

generated.
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2. The second algorithm variation is a four-week rolling total calculated daiiy:

Each week, this algorithm calculates an expected total for the previous four

weeks and a 99% confidence interval. A four-week window advances day-

by-day and a new four-week observed totai is compared with the expected

total for the four epidemiologic weeks ending with the current week.

2.9 Canadian Early Warning System (CE\V-S)

A Canadian based online syndromic surveillance system [38, 39, 40] that receives

data from multiple diverse sources and performs analysis using numerous algo-

rithms. Automated anomaly alerts are generated from abnormal data trends

based on a set of algorithmic processes and provides graphing and mapping ca-

pabilities to assist in the analysis of data trends.

Primary goals of CEWS as a community-based health surveillance program

are: (1) to consolidate and integrate health data and information from many

poi'nts of care (emergency room, telehealth, lab, and over-the-counter drug saies

data) in order to decrease delays in public health event detection and response;

and (2) to reduce the impact of a bioterrorism event by minimizing the delay

in detection, increase the speed of characterization, and ultimately enhance the

timeliness of action.

At present three reai-time data sources have been connected:

7. Health Links -Info Sante a nurse advice line available to the entire popu-

lation of Winnipeg. Collecting chief complaints that can be further divided

into syndrome groups, and demographic information.
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2. E-Triage The triage system in place in every emergency department in the

winnipeg Regional Health Authority (WRHA). Collecting the presented

complaint, demographic information, and triage scores.

3. OTC drug sales daily sales from various national chain drug stores. Cur-

rently have approximately twenty stores providing information on gastroin-

testinal (GI) products, and Memorandum of understanding (Mous) with

other Iarge chain stores are currently in the works for greater data coverage.

2.Lo Early Aberration Reporting system (EARS)

The Early Aberration Reporting System (EARS) [2g], developed by the Centers

for Disease Control (CDC) and Prevention, is a collection of aberration detection

methods to enable national, state and local health departments analyze pubiic

health surveillance data. EARS collects data on infectious diseases such as he-

patitis A, hepatitis B, measles) mumps, ancl influenza-like illness. Basecl on the

availability of baseline data, aberration detection methods in EARS are classifred

into three categories:

1. Long-term implementation methods which require a baseline of three or

more years of data to be available. These include detection methods such

as Historical Limits Method [41], Log-linear regression Model [42], quality

control Cumulative Sums (CUSUM) Method, quality control Compound

Smoothing Technique [43], Cyclicai Regression Model.

2' Long-term implementation methods with limited baseline data of seven

days to three years. These include detection methods that are variants of
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CUSUÀ'i,

3. Short-lernl drop-in surveillance methods with minimal baseline data of one

to six clays of data. These include detection methods such as P chart.

moving average and CLÌSU\'{.

2.LL BioSense

According to 144], BioSense is a CDC initiative to support enhanced ea¡ly de-

tection. quautific:rtion, and localization of possiblc biologic tclrorisr¡r ¿rttacks ancl

other events of public health concern on a national level. The s].stem llâs im-

plemented three national data sources: (1) laboratorv test orders; (2) militarv

treatment facilitres; and (3) veteran afTairs treatment facilities. Thc data is ana-

lyzed basecl on eleven syndromes; botulisrr, fever, gastrointestinal, hemorrhagic

illness, Iocalized cutàneous lesion, lymphadenitis, ncurologic, rash, respiratory.

severe illness and death, anrl speciflc infection.

Two main analytical techniques are used within the systen. The first one is

an adaptation of a Generalized Linear \'{ixed \,{odeling (GLN,IN4) technique 145]

called the Small A¡ea Regression And Testing (S\,IART). This model takes into

accoulrt multiple parâmeters includilg ZIP codes. sà\¡ of the week. holiday, and

day after holiday. The second tcchnique is an adaptation of Cl-,SUNÍ approach.
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2.L2 Summary

There are many more systems in place today in various parts of the world, example

of which have been discussed in [46, 47, 49,49, 50, 5I,52, b3, b4]. An important

point to highiight is that most of these systems collect data from remote locations

to a centralized repository and then perform data analysis with various types of

front-ends for data presentation. As discussed, this centralized data collection

approach resuits in large amounts of data. However, such systems must comprise

of efficient methods and processes to deal with large amounts of data and anomaly

interpretations. Furthermore, with deciining cost of memory storage devices and

ease of getting access to aggregate data, such systems can piay a vitai role in

identifying multi-disciplinary health threats. Chapter 4 presents a conceptual

architecture that can be used to deal with these concerns and. also supports

multipie diverse data sources as well as effective data analysis and presentation.



Chapter 3

Techniques for Anomaly

Detection

3.1 Introduction

With recent development in technology, real-time statisticai disease monitoring

has become an important issue. BioÌogical terrorism and warfare has motivated

development of computer systems for automatically detecting abrupt and epi-

demiologically significant changes in public health surveillance clata.

Careful investigation of historical data in the literature has shown that dif-

ferent cliseases provide different patterns of variation. Most can be classifiecl into

one of the following four types [55] (see the Fig 3.1).

o Type A: Diseases with periodic patterns and outbreaks occurring arbitrary.

Examples include Campylobacter and Salmonella.
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o Type B: Low frequent diseases with significant visible outbreaks. Examples

include Paratyphoid fever and Tularemia.

o Type c: Diseases without any outbreaks. Example includes chlamydia

infection.

o Type D: Low frequent diseases without any outbreaks. Examples include

Meningococcal infection and Typhoid fever.

Researchers are typicaily interested in monitoring diseases of Type A, which

require sophisticated algorithms to parse through noisy and variant data.

The following rìr:fines some key parameters typicallv used to measure the pr:r-

formance of a statistical algorithm for anomaly detection. As per 156), sensi,tiui,ty

and specifi,city (a\so referred to as predictive vaiue positive) are the two main

parameters as defined below:

Oetected

32
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Figure 3.2: 2 by 2 Table (adapted from [b6])

Sensiti,uity is a measure of how well the statistical method identifies relevant

events. What a relevant event is, can only be decided by hand, by an epidemi-

ologist. It comprises aii events that correspond to outbreaks or other events of

public health interest. Using the 2 by 2 table (Fig 3.2),
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sensiti,uity : A+C

Specifi,ci,ty or Predi,cti,ue ualue positi,ue is defined as

formed over total warnings. Specificity is a measure of

method filtcrs out extraneous material from the relevant

2 table,

.)ó

relevant warnings per-

how well the statistical

events. IJsing the 2 bv

A
spec'iJ'iciL'y:

A+ B

3.2 Moving Average (MA)

Moving average method is directly applicable to a scalar signal (such as daily

number of respiratory cases) [b7]. This method, more commonly used in com-

putational finance, sirnply compares the average count cluring the current time

period against a threshold. It is a trend following method that smooths the

volatile swings in the data.

The method is used for anomaly detection in many surveillance systems. Most

commonly used time-windows for averaging are 3-Day, b-Day and 7-Day windows.

1

¡/
N-1

Ðtn
i:0
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where I\ : 3, 5, 7 and l¿ is the actual count for day i.

Fig 3.3 [58] illustrates an example of a B-Day, 5-Day and z-Day moving aver-

ages. As expected, a 7-Day window produces significant smoothing of the signal

as compared to 5-Day and 3-Day windows.

5-Ðay

I

. count
1-

34

Figure 3.3: Moving Average variants [b8]

Typicaily, an anomaly is generated when the actual moving average for a

given day is over aø where o is the stanclarcl deviation of a preclefinefl winclow

of retrospective daily data and a is a constant which is normally set to two. Ali

counts that fall between the average value ¡; and threshold p * ao are flagged as

Yellow or Orange alerts that convey some sort of activity that is likely to câuse

an anomaly in the near future.

Fig 3.4 illustrates various points of interest on the chart for a b-Day moving

average.

3.3 W.eighted Moving Average (WMA)

The idea of moving averages of successive samples can be generalized as discussed

in [57]. In principle, instead of a simple arithmetic moving average, a geometric

moving average may be computed as follows:

l

-l
t

¡
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Figure 3.4: Points of Interest
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where y,, is the weighted moving average value for given day 72 and fr is the number

of past observations. This can be generalized as:

k

A^:ÐÀn-¿t,--¿
e:0

whe¡e À is a linearly diminishing weight that assigns lesser importance to past

clata while giving more significance to most recent clata. Fig 3.5 Íllustrates linearly

diminishing weights for a 10-Day weighted moving average approach.
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Figure 3.5: Weights for Weighted Moving Average

3.4 Exponential Weighted Moving Average

(E\MMA)

An simple moving average is special case of a weighted moving average with

all the weight factors equal to 1 provided the window of data being observed

is the same. One can use any weight factors, but a particular set referred to as

Erponenti,ally Wei'ghted Mouing Auerage has proven useful in applications ranging

from air defense radar to stock trading [59, 57].

The concept of exponential weighting is not restricted to a specifrc time win-

dow. It can be applied at any length with diminishing weights . Fig 3.6 compares

the weight factors for an exponentially smoothed ten-day moving average with a

simple moving average that weighs every day equally, where x-axis represents the

day and the y-axis represents the weight.

Typically an exponential smoothing gives today's measurement higher signif-

icance than the simple moving average would assign it, yesterday's measurement
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Figure 3.6: Weights for Exponentially Weighted Moving Average

a little less than that, and each successive day less than its predecessor. The

recursive implementation of EWMA can be mathematically formulated as:

EW M 4 : Àar+ (1 - 
^)EW 

A4 AF1

where À is the weighting parameter and y¿ is the count for a given day t.

The weight factors in an exponentially weighted moving average are succes-

sive powers of (1 - À) called the smoothi,ng constanú. Smoothing constants less

than 1 weigh recent data more heavily, with the bias toward the most recent

measurements increasing as the smoothing constant decreases toward zero. If

the smoothing constant exceeds one, older data are weighted more heavily than

recent measurements.

Fig 3.7 shows the weight factors resulting from different values of the smooth-

ing constant. lt[ote how the weight factors are all one when the smoothing con-

stant is one.

Smoothing constants between 0.5 and 0.9 provide a rapid degradation of

Ðt7() r
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Figure 3.7: Smoothing Constants and Weights

weights for older data as compared to more recent measurements, thus there

is no neecl to restrict the moving average to a specific numbel of days; onc can

average a large number of data points and let the weight factors computed from

the smoothing constant automatically discard the old data as it becomes irrele-

vant to the current trend.

3.5 CIJSUM: ClJmmulative SUM

Developed in the early 1950s, the cumulative sum is a method for highlighting

changes from a production average level [59]. Cusum has been frequently used in

syndromic surveillance:

o In [60] researchers tried to detect clusters of lVosocomial Infection in data

from 1995-2000. They compared cusum and a moving average and con-

cluded cusum to be superior of the two.

o In [62] authors analysed retrospective data (198b-1996) of Mycoplasma

pneumonia, using a thirteen week moving average to caiculate the predicted
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value. They concluded: At national level, however, where data are further

aggregated) cusums could quickly detect both focal and non-focal increases

in low prevalence conditions, facilitating investigations in order to establish

the reason for the increase.

A cusum chart is basically a graphical representation of the trend in the

outcomes of a series of consecutive procedures performed over time. It is designed

to quickly detect change in performance associated with an unacceptable rate of

adverse outcome. At an acceptabie level of performance, the cusum curve runs

randomly at or above a horizontal line (no slope). However, when performânce

is at an unacceptable level, the cusum siopes upward and wili eventually cross a

decision interval. These are horizontal lines drawn across a cusum chart. Thus it

provides an early warning of an adverse trend.

By convention the first cusum value (,56) is set to zero. It is assumed that

the population at risk is nearly constant in each considered period. A positive

slope indicates a change above the expected, a zero slope is indicative of a period

when the observed number of events is the same as the expected number, and a

negative slope indicates that events have fallen below expected levels. An alarm

is generated when the cusum exceeds a chosen threshold, ä .

The difference between the observed number of cases and the expected number

of cases is normalized as follows:

ry X¿- Fo
uL: 

-

oxn

Then the test statistic, ,9¿, is calculated as follows:
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St: mar(O, Sr-t + (4 - k))

where k is the reference value and ,S¿-r is the previous Cusum. If s, > h then

the algorithm flags the current measurement as a possible outbreak. The values

of å and k are simulated individually for each disease.

3.6 EARS - Cl , C2 and C3

The three methods C7, C2 and C3 within the early aberration reporting system

(EARS) are based on a positive l-sided Cusum calculation [29]. The methods

CI-MILD, C2-MEDIUM, and C3-ULTRA were named according to their degree

of sensitivity, with C1 being the least sensitive and C3 the most sensitive. For C1

and C2, the cusum threshold reduces to the mean plus three standard deviations

(SD). The mean and SD for the C1 caiculation are based on information from the

past seven days. The mean and SD for the C2 and C3 calculations are based on

information from seven days, ignoring the two most recent days. These methods

take into consideration daily variation because the mean and SD used by the

methods are based on a week's information. These methods also take seasonality

into consideration because the mean and SD are calculated in the same season

as the data value in question (see Fig 3.8).
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Figure 3.8: EARS Algorithms

3.7 Summary

In summary, significant efforts have been, and continue to be invested, in the

development of effective analytical algorithms to detect anomal.ies so that the

outbreak curve can be shortened. For instance, What's Strange About Recent

Events (WSARE) [63, 64, 65] and Patient-based ANomaly Detection and As-

sessment (PANDA) [66] are algorithms that focus on individual level data rather

than purely temporal data.

With recent advances in technology for data integration, there is potential for

a vast amount of data from heterogeneous sources) which introduces new set of

challenges that must also be addressed on a continual basis.

Furthermore, with the availability of dozens of different aberration detection

algorithms, it is possible, if not probable, to get different results from rlifferent

algorithms when executed on the same dataset. A meta-algorithm (or an envelope

algorithm) that utilizes the strengths of multiple anomaly detection algorithms

needs to be developed.



Chapter 4

ARTIST: A Conceptual System

As noted in the flrst chapter, an inter-rlisciplinarv health surveiilance approach

needs to be embraced in which automated data acquisition and real-time deci-

sion support resources assist health officials monitor disease trends and detect

outbreaks of diseases earlier and more completely than would otherwise be pos-

sible with traditional public health approaches. It is now well established that

effective early outbreak detection in particular requires examining data sources

beyond the traditionally monitored laboratory-based resuits. Public health sur-

veillance information can be found in a number of non-traditional data sources,

including syndromic data (e.g. emergency room visits, pharmaceutical sales,

school absenteeism, telehealth), social data (e.g. news items), and risk factor

data (e.g. weather, social events, water quality). Full utilization of both tradi-

tional and non-traditional public heaith surveillance data presents new challenges

however, particularly the need to exchange data among disparate sources while

preserving personal privacy.
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This chapter proposes a conceptual architecture for a real time surveillance

system ancl iclentifles fundamental and suppclrt components requirecl to cleal with

various functions related to data collection, analysis and presentation. The dis-

cussion is intended to provide an understanding of various functional components

of a typical real time surveillance system including a critical surveillance gap re-

lating to interpreting anomaly detection outcomes produced by individual aber-

ration detection algorithms. Analysis of this gap forms the basis of the research

and is presented in detail in the next chapter.

4.L Introduction

Based on a review of some existing syndromic surveillance systems together with

personal experience in the research and development of public health surveillance

resources, a conceptual model of a typical real-time data surveillance system was

developed (Fig 4.1).

Data Storage
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The model, referred to as the arch'itecture for real-ti,me i.nformation standard-

i,zation and transforrnation (ARTIST), comprises of four fundamental blocks that

address data and user management issues, and four supporting blocks that per-

form analysis and aggregation tasks. The fundamental blocks comprise of the

following:

o Data Management: The primary purpose of this fundamental block is to

perform all necessary data processing, preparing the data for analysis and

presentation. Data Management is responsible for classifying the data based

on standard codes - for example, SNoMED (Systematized Nomenciature

of Medicine), UPC (universai Product Code), ICD9-10 (International Clas-

sification of Disease), LOINC (Logical Observation ldentifiers Names and

Codes) - and aggregating data at various classifications (e.g., syndrome,

province, health unit, city). Various technology and nomenclature stan-

dards need to be supported, including XML (eXtensible Markup Language),

HL7 (Heaith Level Seven), SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) and

WSDL (web Services Description Language). This capacity allows inter-

facing with existing legacy systems, such as emergency room triage systems,

case management systems, teie-health systems, and pharmacy databases.

o Data Storage: Once the data is received, it is stored in raw format for po-

tential reverse linking if required. For example, someone with the proper

authority may wish to review an emergency room chart associated with a

particular record. Furthermore, the standardized and aggregated results

also need to be stored to enable quick access for presentation of the infor-

mation to the users. A structured query language (SQL) based database

should be considered for this purpose.
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User Management: This functional block addresses user registration, au-

thentication, and access control (role-based and target-based). It is respon-

sible for controlling user access to data and information based on profrle

parameters, including data type (e.g., emergency room visits, tele-health,

OTC), geo-level, organization, and function (e.g., mapping, charting, al-

gorithm execution, clata management). This ensures clata confirìentiality

while allowing controlled access to multiple databases and applications. A

typicai identity management system could be used to handle this function.

o User Interface: This block manages the user interface of the system, how

results are presented, and how anomaly alerts are distributed. Further-

more) it facilitates interactive access to counts and raw data to enable key

functions including charting, mapping and reporting.

All of the four fundamental blocks discussed above may be fulfilled by off-the-

shelf product(s) or custom solutions using standard technological platforms, such

as Oracle and Java.

The support function blocks comprise of the following:

Breakage Detecti,on: This support block addresses a major challenge in an

automated algorithm execution system, that is the ability to detect breakage

in an incoming data feed. Lack of this ability could provide incorrect results

generated from the automated analysis of an incomplete set of data.

Algorithm Erecution: This support block manages the execution of ana-

lytical anomaly detection algorithms on the aggregate data, together with

the fl.agging of anomalies. This block must support both automated and

manual algorithm execution.
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Result Management: The Result Management block manages results gen-

erated from potentially many algorithms and data sets, presenting results

in an intuitive manner to the user. This includes the ability to portray

the results both spatially (geographic) and temporally (time-based) in an

integrated, accessible and navigation friendly view.

o Counts Interface: This block is responsible for negotiating between the

user interface and data storage blocks. Once stored, data are aggregated

based on system and user-defined parameters to facilitate anomaly detection

and trend analysis at various geo-levels and classifrcations groupings. The

Counts Interface block can be realized using basic software as it is primariiy

a generic data access layer for information presentation.

The remainder of this chapter will elaborate on three of the four support

blocks: Breakage Detection, Algorithm Execution, and Results Management. But

first it is rrccessary to introduce a novel data organization syster¡r. called the

s o ur ce - cl a s s i,f. cati, o n- s p ati al ( S C S ) hierarchy.

4.2 SCS Hierarchy

One of the most complex issues that a surveillance system must addressed is

the ambiguous nature of the hierarchy of syndromes/categories and geograph-

ical areas. Some data sour-ces facilitate clear definitions of syndromes, for ex-

ample, emergency room data where syndromes are directly defined using chief

complaints. Others present a challenge, for example, pharmaceutical over-the-

counter sales rlata whereby specific drugs make up disease types which in turn
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make up a syndrome. Further complication results from the fact that not all

data sources provide data in a standard format nor do they provide data at the

same granular level such as product IJPC (universal product codes). An essential

prerequisite to algorithm execution and results management are clear definitions

of the mutli-level hierarchies of syndromes and geographical areas. A generic

hierarchy framework that adapts to varying definitions of synclronìos as welÌ as

to geography and the data provider is very important.

A novel data organization system called the source-classi,fi,cation-spatzal (SCS)

hierarchy provides a means to define a structure for enabling aggregation and

analysis at various groups of source, class, geolevel triplets. The three variables

of the triplet are cicfined as follorvs:

7. A source is the type of data being received by the system such as emer-

gency room visits, Iaboratory results and pharmaceutical over-the-counter

(OTC) sales. Each data source has unique characteristics which must be

understood. For example, emergency room visits are based on patient ar-

rival and triage times; patient counts are aggregated. Similarly, teie-triage

data (nurse help line) are like emergency room visits where patient cali time

replaces patient arrival time. On the other hand, OTC data are based on

specific drug sale counts for a given store. All clata source types are typ-

ically interfaced into the system via a set of diverse communication path-

ways including push and pull file transfer protocol (FTP), Health Level 7

(HL7) standard, Electronic Data Interchange (EDl) format and Web ser-

vices. Data receiving facilities are required to implement receivers and

handiers to manage such diverse channels and formats.

2. Classi'fi,cation provides decomposition of data for aggregation at specific
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disease grouping levels such as syndromes and chief complaints. This is

typically the most confusing hierarchy and is dictated primarily by the

granularity of the information being received. For example, for emergency

room data it can be quite straightforward with chief complaints making

up a syndrome. That is, there are two levels in the classification hierar-

chy. On the other hanrì., f'or OTC clata as an example, classification can be

complicated by an organization's willingness to disclose granular informa-

tion. For example, one organization may provide data at the lowest level

possible (drug UPC), while another may oniy provide drug category such

as Antinauseant or Antzdi,arrÌteal. This diversity in granularity amongst

various organizations makes it very difficult to handle analysis and thus,

a clear definition of the classification hierarchy is paramount. An example

of such a hierarchy for OTC data is a hierarchy with four levels including

syndrome, drug category, age grouping (adult versus pediatric) and product

(uPC)

3. The spati.al (or geolevel) of the SCS hierarchy is the actual geographical

decomposition of the area under consideration, which typically varies be-

tween countries or even within a country. A four-level hierarchy is proposed

including province or territory, health unit, city or town and forward sor-

tation area (FSA) or the first three digits of the postal code. Note that

organizations such as hospitals, laboratories and pharmaceutical stores are

typically considered to be part of an FSA. Although, this hierarchy seems

straight forward, there are compiications at the last two levels of city/town

and FSA. There is no implied relationship that FSAs are contained within

city or a town. some FSAs span across boundaries. Thus, a three-level

hierarchy can be used where leveL one is the city/town or FSA; Level two is
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Figure 4.2: SCS Hierarchy

the health unit and level three is the province/territory.

Fig. 4.2 illustrates an example of an SCS hierarchy, where (orc, Gastroin-

testinal (GI), winnipeg) triplet would be an example of scS hierarchy.
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4.3 Support Block 1: Breakage Detection

One of the major challenges with automated algorithm execution system is the

need to detect breakage in an incoming data feed (or a data channel). Lack of this

ability could yield incorrect resuits due to automated analysis of an incomplete

set of data. For instance, consider an emergency room visit data source that

suddenly stops sending data. If the algorithm execution manager is set to run the

algorithms once a day at 11PM, the system would analyze data on an incomplete

set of data and thus would provide incorrect and potentially damaging result.

50

A novel algorithm used to detect

statistical methods is proposed. The

breakage detection algorithm, utilizes

individual records or batch data based

breakage in a data channei using simple

aigorithm, referred to as the statistical

historical data on the received time for

on individual input data sources.

4.3.0.1 Real Time Data Feeds

Systems that are capable of receiving data on close to real-time basis can make

use of the received time (i.e. time the system receives the records) for breakage

detection. The proposed algorithm makes use of mean (¡l) and standard deviation

(o) based on time of the day. In order to add some seasonal variation, ¡-r. and o

are computed based on historical neighborhood scanning approach. That is, the

vaLues are based on 15 values centered on the specific time of day corresponcling

to current day from previous year as shown in Fig. 4.3.

As shown in Fig. 4.4, the algorithm generates a table based on the time of

the day, in this case every hour. This table has five columns representing time
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Figure 4.4: Statistical Breakage Detection for Real Time Feeds

of day, þ , o , actual count and the outcome. The outcome (or a decision) has

three possible values: '0' or normal indicating that the value received during the

time period is considered to be normal; '+1' or anomaly indicating that the value

received is higher than what is expected (greater than ¡,r, * ø) and thus can be

used to flag an anomaly; and '-1' or breakage indicating that the value received is

Iower than what is expected (iess than LL - o) that can be used to flag a breakage.

This algorithm needs to be executed once a day, for instance at 124M, to

create a complete 24-hour table which can be used throughout the day based on

scheduled execution at a specified interval, for example on hourly basis (see Fig.

dA\
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after June 13th (predicted value * one standard deviation). This is a cause for

a breakage and can be detected by the system using scheduled timers. Once the

breakage has been fixed, new parameters are computed based on latest batch

arrival date and the process repeats.

4.4 Support Block 2: Algorithm Execution

The SCS hierarchy can be very involved requiring numerous algorithms to be

executed. This requires significant computational power as the algorithms need

to be executed simultaneously and quickly in order to produce final results in a

time efficient manner. This creates a need for an erecut'ion rna,nager defined as a

dynamic workflow manager to enable algorithm execution in a potentially rnulti-

server environment. The erecut'ion manager is responsible for scheduling the

algorithms and collating results. The basic concept is to execute the algorithms

in a controlled manner so that the results can be stored in a format that enables

seamless access to the clata for presentation. Fig. 4.6 illustrates a sample flow

chart for an execution manager based on three-ievel SCS hierarchy.

As illustrated, the process requires three steps to address the corresponding

three levels in the SCS hierarchy. Level one addresses the data source by looping

through all available data sources in the system. Level two takes care of clas-

sifications for each clata source riealing with the classification hierarchy such as

syndromes, category, age-grouping and product depending on the data source.

Finally, Ievel three addresses the geo-level hierarchy which can have multiple

Ievels such as province, health unit, city and forward sortation area (FSA).
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Figure 4.6: SCS Flowchart
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In order to coordinate all of these algorithm executions, the execution manager

needs to be setup as a queue to facilitate management of tasks. There are a few

issues that need to be considered:

1. The ability to gracefuliy interject the queue and stop executions to enable

server maintenance and reboots.

2. The system needs to be able to recover from abnormal power failures and

be capable of completing any pending tasks that were interrupted.

4.5 Support Block 3: Result Management

As discussed in the previous section, there is a need for systems to execute mul-

tiple algorithms over multiple SCS hierarchy combinations (referred to as group-

i,ngs) in order to identify potential anomalies. This creates a need for a structured

system for managing the results so that they can be accessible for presentation

in an effective ülanner. Sornr: systems cleal with this issue through the inline

execution of algorithms. However, this approach does not address the automated

identification of anomalies over a wide range of SCS hierarchy groupings which

requires a large number of executions. That is, a user would be required to re-

quest a large number of inline executions to survey all possibilities; this would be

computationally intensive as well as cumbersome. Thus, the ability for systems

to store results over a specific time frame is critical in order to save computation

power for repetitive executions and to allow for quick access for epidemiological

anaiysis over a given time frame.

A discussion on result management is facilitated if we introduce a structure
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referred to as a result set. The result set contains the outcomes of numerous

analytical algorithrns executecl on a specific SCS group. This result set clefinition

can get quite complex based on the nature of the geographical setup of the area

under consideration. For example, the spatial hierarchy of Canada is based on

a five level hierarchy comprising of country, jurisdiction, health unit, city/town

and FSA. That is, Canada comprises of jurisdictions which can be a province or

a territory. A jurisdiction is further divided into muitiple health units, which are

further divided into cities and towns. As can be quickly realized, the hierarchy can

be quite involved, and thus the task of managing results can be very challenging.

Once the geographical setup of the area being investigated is well understood

and the spatial hierarchy clearly defined, the next step is to implement a set of

algorithms that will be used to analyze the incoming data. Each of the selected

algorithms are executed over each possible SCS hierarchy for a given day.

A key area of concern is that with over several dozen available and easily

accessible algorithms, how do systems and individuals make decisions based on

several often varying outcomes, especially when algorithms are executed in par-

allel on the same dataset. There is a need for an envelope or a meta-algorithm

process andf or method to extract intelligence from outcomes of algorithms in or-

der to increase the likelihood of providing decision makers with a valuable single

outcome.

Consider a system with four algorithms including a three-day moving aver-

age (MA), an exponential weighted moving average (EWMA), cumulative sums

(CUSUM) and weighted moving average (WMA). The first two algorithms MA

and EWMA suggest that there is a RED (or high-level) alert while the other two
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algorithms (CUSUM and WMA) suggest that there is an ORANGE (or medium-

Ievel) alert. In other words, the four algorithms used by the system split their

decisions on two different alert codes and thus create a dilemma for overall alert

code. How is a user to interpret these results without being provided with some

indication of confidence in the result set? Is the alert RED with twenty percent

confiderrcc or is it ORANGE with ninety percr:nt conficlence? Moreover, even in

situations where the aigorithms do not split on the decision, how confident is the

system in suggesting a specific level of alert code or start of an outbreak?

4.6 Summary

This chapter provided architecture for a generic surveiliance system, described

valious functional blocks, identified some critical gaps and proposed some novel

solutions to these gaps that may be considered when designing such a system. In

addition, a criticai gap regarding interpreting outcomes of algorithms to generate

was identified.
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Chapter 5

The Flamework

5. 1 Introduction

As emphasized in earlier chapters, recent advances in technology have made it

possible to gather, integrate, and analyze iarge amounts of data in real-time

or near real-time. These new technologies have touched off a renaissance in

public health surveillance. For the most part, the traditional purposes of health

surveillance have been to monitor long-term trends in disease ecology and to guide

policy decisions. With the introduction of real-time capabilities, data exchange

now holds the promise of facilitating early event detection and to assist in day-

to-day disease management.

With the availability of dozens of different aberration detection algorithms,

it is possible, if not probable, to get different results from different algorithms

when executed on the same dataset. The results of the study in [67] suggest

that commonly-used algorithms for disease surveiliance often do not perform well
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Figure 5.1: The Outbreak Detection Problem

in detecting aberrations other than large and rapid increases in daily counts

relative to baseline levels. A new approach, denoted here as Confidence-based

Aberration Interpretation Framework (CAIF), may help address this issue in

disease surveillance by using a collective approach rather than algorithm specific

approach.

5.2 The Problem Statement

Consider a system with multiple anomaly detection algorithms as illustrated in

Fig 5.1. Due to clifferences in the implementation of the algorithms and parame-

ters used (ex: thresholds, training periods and averaging windows), the outbreak

decisions may vary significantly from one algorithm to another. On the other

hand, there is also a possibility that these decisions are very similar for some set

of algorithms. These two extremes create a dilemma for decision makers in that

there could be a situation where most of the algorithms in a system suggest an

outbreak, however, not knowing the relationships between these algorithms can

result in a biased decision.
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As iliustrated, there are three main points of concern:

1. False Negati,ue: Depending on the algorithm employed, there is a possibility

of missing a real outbreak indicated as 1 in Fig 5.1. Obviously, this can

be very damaging if the system were to make a decision based on that spe-

cific algorithm. False negatives can lead to potentially exponential damage

within the general public due to delayed response to an outbreak.

False Posi,ti'ue; Some algorithms are susceptible to reporting false positives,

that is, detect an anomaly during peace time. Most systems set their anom-

aly detection thresholds to be as sensitive as possible to minimize the risk

of missing important events, producing frequent false alarms, which may

determined to be false positives by subsequent investigation. These sys-

tems face inherent trade-offs among sensitivity, timeliness and number of

false positives. False positives have a negative impact on public health sur-

veillance because they can lead to expensive resource utilization for further

investigation and can cause undue concern among the general public.

Delayed ldenti,ficati,on; During initial stages of an outbreak, the number of

cases are on the rise and hence detecting an outbreak at this point could be

very effective and potentially aid in minimizing the impact of a potential

bioterrorist attack. Howevel, depending on the algorithm(s) employed, a

system may end up with some algorithms detecting outbreaks well beyond

the actual start day. This, once again, can be very costly to public health

community and impact it negatively for obvious reasons.

These three concerns result in a trade-off situations between false positives,

false negatives and detection time which are typically addressed by looking at
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sensitiarty, specifici,ty and ti,me to detect parameters as discussed later in the

chapter.

In summary, a framework needs to be implemented that would enable a

user/system to interpret the anomaly detection results with some indication of

confidence. That is, is there a potential start of an outbreak with twenty percent

confidence or is it ninety percent confidence? A framework that takes into ac-

count the relationships between algorithms and produces an unbiased confidence

measure for identification of start of an outbreak (see Fig f .i).

5.3 The Proposed Solution

The proposed anomaly interpretation framework aims to enhance surveillance

decision-making by combining results of multiple aberration detection algorithms

through the use of key result metrics. Fig 5.2 depicts the four steps of the

proposed framework and the associated linkages between them.

5.3.1 Step 1: Specificity, Sensitivity and Time To Detect

Evaluator

Traditionally, speci,f,city and sensi.ti.ui,ty have been used for comparing various

algorithms and their performances. In this study, these two parameters are key

in helping identify a subset of algorithms (referred to as minimal set) that would

be sufficient to deduce an overall cÌecision to detect start of an outbreak. The

hypothesis is that the system may not require all candidate algorithms to come
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up v/ith a good decision as some of them may provide redundant information.

Sensitivity of an algorithm for a given dataset is defined as the total number

of outbreaks during which the algorithm flagged (at least once per outbreak)

divided by the total number of outbreak periods in the dataseti. Specificity of an

algorithm for a given dataset, on the other hand, is defined as the total number

of non-outbreak days on which the method did not flag divided by the total

number of non-outbreak days in that dataset:

S en sitiuity : (T r ue P o sitiu e C ount) I (T otal N umb er o f O utbr ealc s)

Speci,f i,ci.ty: (True NegatiueCount)l(Total Number of NoOutbreak Days)

In addition to specificity and sensitivity, a third parameter called ti,me to

detect'ion (TTD) definecl as the average number of days from the first day of an

outbreak until it was flagged by the algorithm, plays a vital role in the forthcoming

analysis. This is a very important parameter as it aids in segregating a set of

algorithms into various groups (or classes) and provides a very clear differentiation

between set of algorithms based on its interpretation.

Fig 5.3 illustrates, in time, a progression of a sample outbreak over multiple

days. Periods with no outbreaks are referred to as peace-t'ime, while outbreak-

mode reî.ers to a time period with outbreak days.

The time to detect parameter, shown as TTD in Fig 5.3, is computed using a

six step decision logic as illustrated in Fig 5.4. There are four variables of interest:

i represents the day count within the simulated data set; startlnder stores the
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OUTBREAK MODE

START STOP

Figure 5.3: A Sample Outbreak

value of i that is the start of a specific outbreak period; peaceTime indicates

whether the previous day was an outbreak (in which case the variable would be

set to false); and processed which indicates whether the current outbreak period

has already been counted as an outbreak to avoid duplicate counting of a given

outbreak period. The flowchart comprises of six decision points:

I. Deci,si,on Point 1: Check the day counter z to decide whether all the days

have been processed within the current data set, where each line of the

comma delimited data set represents a day. If there are more days to be

processed, then go to next step. Otherwise, exit.

2. Deci,szon Poi,nt 2: Check whether the current day being processed has been

flagged as an outbreak day. If not, then set peaceTime variable to true

and go back to step 1. Otherwise, proceed to next step.

3. Deci,sion Poi,nt 3: Check if the peaceT,ime variable is set to true. That

is, are we currently in peace-time mode. If not then go back to step 1.

Otherwise, set sLartlnder to current value of I (that is, current day as the
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start of an outbreak). Also set peaceTimemode to false as we have entered

an outbreak period. Furthermore, set processed flag to false to indicate

that the current outbreak period has not been detected by the system yet

and thus, has not contributed to the time to detect value. Proceed to next

step.

Decision Poi,nt l: Check whether the system (or an algorithm) has detected

an outbreak. If not, then go back to step 1. Otherwise, proceed to next

step.

Decision Poi,nt 5: Check whether the detected outbreak has been processed.

That is, is the current outbreak part of a given outbreak period that has

already been considered. If that is the case, then go back to step 1. Other-

wise, proceed to next step.

6. Deci,si,on Poi,nt 6: Check whether this start of an outbreak is the very

flrst one to be processed. If so, then initialize the time to detect value to

i,- startlnder to get the difference between actual start of an outbreak and

the day when it is identified. Otherwise, simply average the current time

to detect value with 'i - sLartlnder to compute a running average. At this

point, set processed fl.ag to true and go back to step 1.

The three parameters discussed in this section provide a weaÌth of insight into

the goal of identifying a minimal sub set of algorithms sufficient for generating

an overall confrdence value for an anomaly indicator. Note that the duration of

the outbreak is also a parameter that should be discussed. Since the focus is on

identifying start of an outbreak, the duration does not really provide any insight

that can be usecl in early identiflcation. Thus, it will not be considered moving
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Figure 5.4: Computing Time To Detect parameter
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forward.

5.3.2 Step 2: Agreement Analyzer

Agreement ana|yzer deals with quantifying the degree of agreement or relationship

between any given two algorithms executed on the same data set. That is, are all

candidate algorithms producing unique results? Or, is it that some algorithms

yield similar results and thus provide no added value to the overall decision? This

step of the framework exploits such relationship and/or agreement between any

two algorithms using two quite different approaches: Correlation and Kappa

Coefficient.

5.3.2.! Correlation

Correlation is one of the most common and most useful statistics. A correlation,

r, is a single number that describes the degree of linear relationship between two

variables (also referred to as bivariate relationship). A positive relationship, in

general terms, means that higher scores on one variable tend to be paired with

higher scores on the other and that lower scores on one va¡iable tend to be paired

with lower scores on the other.

The correlation between two variables, in this case the two algorithm values

or decisions, can be obtained using [71]:

N Dra - (D r)(D s)

ot
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where r and g are the time series for daily counts, l/ is the total number of days

in the time series , D:r'A is the sum of products of paired counts, I z is the sum

of counts from first algorithm in the pair, ! y is the sum of counts from second

algorithm in the pair, ! z2 is the sum of squared z counts and ! 92 is the sum

of squared gt counts. pcorrerationt the agreement matrix based on correl.ation, is

obtained using the above formula as follows:

Pcorrelation -

where ryy is the correlation value for algorithm X against algorithm Y.

Once the correlation matrix has been computed, it is necessary to consider the

signifi.cance of obtained correlation vaiues between any pair of algorithms. That

is, what is the probability that the correlation obtained in the sample came from

a population where the correlation is 0? The t-test in the following equation can

be used to answer this question.

Txv
LXY:

where ,9 is the sample size and (X,Y) are the algorithms being considered. This

generates an NxN matrix of significant values for each algorithm pair. Based on

the results and critical values of ú, the minimum agreement threshold based on

correlation Tcorretation can be deduced. This is the value that can be used in the

next step of the framework to identify nearest neighbors for each algorithm based
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Algorithm 2
No Outbreak Outbreak

E No Outbreak
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Figure 5.5: Kappa Coefficient: 2by 2 Table

on the strength of the relationships.

5.3.2.2 Kappa Coefficient

An alternative approach to correlation matrix is the computation of. Kappa Coef-

fi,ci,ent, which is an index that compares the agreement against that which might

be expected by chance. Kappa can be thought of as the chance-corrected propor-

tional agreement, where possibie values range from *1 (perfect agreement) via 0

(no agreement above that expected by chance) to -1 (compiete disagreement).

Next, lets consider a matrix generated using Cohen's kappa coefficient ap-

proaclr [72]. Consider a 2x2 table capturing decision outcomes by two different

algorithms being compared as shown in Fig 5.5.

The following formula was used to compute the kappa coefficient between any

two algorithms:
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NN +YYPn:

N,¡/+NY I/N+YIr/ NY+YY YN+YYD-rr': T = T ^ T

where P, is the relative observed agreement and P" is the probability that the

agreement is due to chance. If we had two time series r¿ aîd y¿ of length T with

1- representing an outbreak and 0 representing no outbreak, then

T
.ty'lV : Ð("0:0,A¿:0)

i:0

T
YY:Ð(ro:7,An:7)

i:0

T
Y N :D,@o: I,A¿:0)

i:0

T
ly'Y : Ð ("n :0,A¿: I)

i-O

pttappa, the agreement matrix based on kappa coefficients, is obtained using

the above formulas as follows:

Ktz Krn

Kzz K2n

Kn2 Knn
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vihere rc¡y is the kappa coefficient for algorithm X against algorithm Y.

Once the kappa matrix has been computed, it is necessary to consider the

significance of obtained agreement values betrveen any pair of algorithms. Landis

and Koch [73] give the following table for interpreting the significance of the rc

value. Although inexact, this table provides a useful benchmark on the signifi.-

cance of the above matrix.

K, Interpretation

Negative Poor agreement

0.0 < 0.20 Slight agreement

0.21 < 0.40 Fair agreement

0.41 < 0.60 Moderate agreement

0.61 < 0.80 Substantial agreement

0.81 < 1.00 Almost perfect agreement

Based on the results and table above, the minimum agreement threshold based

on kappa Tj"on" can be deduced. This is the vaÌue that is used in the next step

of the framework to identify nearest neighbors for each algorithm based on the

strength of the relationships.

As it will be shown in the next chapter that discusses simulation results,

either correlation or kappa coefficient may be used to deduce the strength of

relationship between any two algorithm pairs within the candidate set. That

is, p : pcorrelation = pkoppo. If one opts to use kappa coefficient matrix as the

agreement evaluator, then based on the table above, the minimum threshold

(7¿) for a relationship to exist between any two algorithms may be set to 0.5.
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Figure 5.6: Minimal Set Identification Process

5.3.3 Step 3: Minimal Set Identifier

Once the sensitivity, specificity and time to detect parameters are weli established

for each algorithm and the agreement levels between every possible algorithm pair

is known, a minimal set of algorithms can be identified that wouìd be sufficient to

produce quantifiable confidence value for the overall decision. Fig 5.6 illustrates

a five-step process developed to identify this minimal set based on results from

the previous two steps of the proposed framework.

Ctosest Retative Matrix (i)
þA A3 AN

-1

-1

'\ AV

Filtered based on highest
Sensitivity and Specificity
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. Taslî, 1: This task is basically setting up the agreement màtrix p generatcd

from Step 2 of the framework. That is, initiàlizc ¡r rvith coltputed pcorreLotion

or pk,¡ppa values. Note that oDIy the upper trianglc of the matrix needs to

be analyzed to avoid any recursir,,e relationships betr,r'een two algorithms.

That is, if A1 highlv correlatecl to 42, then A2 is highlv correl¿ted with

41.

t Task 2: The next task deals with setting up the closest relative matrix. A

closest relatir.e to a sper:ific algorithm X is algorithm Y that has àn àgree-

ment value of at le¿st some rninimum âgrccment thrcshold (7,r) and has

the highcst àgreement value with respect to X agailst all other algorithms

within the set. The idea is that for each algorithm in the set. a corre-

sporrding algorithm with highest agreement value must be identified. It is

entirely possible that a specific aÌgorithm t'rlÌ not h¿ve a closest relative. In

that case, the algorithm rvould be considered as an independent and thus

needs to be incluc.lcd lbr rrcxt fìÌtratiort task. For-cx:irlplc, in thc illustlatc<-l

flgule, A2 is closcst r-eÌ¿tive to A1 as AN is to A3, Hr.rwever, algorithms A2

and AN are independent.

c Task 3: This task simply formalizes the algorithns that r¡'ere selected in the

previous task by removing all the a.lgorithms fi'orn the closest relative mal,rix

th¿rt h¿rvr: rrd¿rtivc:s idcltrficrl, th¿t is. thc lou-indr:Jrr:ndent algoritìrms. This

produces a working set of algorithms identifiecl ¿s 1 in the 1xN matlix.

t Task /¡: The next task is to categorize the algorithms from the workìng set

into three grorips basecl on TTD value. TÌre TTD rvas divided into thrce

sets: close to zero days (TTD < 0-1), Iess tliarr one day (0.1 < TTD <

1.0) and greater tlÌan one day (TTD > 1.0). This categorizâtion makes
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intuitive sense because typically one would be interested in TTD value of

less than a day. Optimally, TTD should be as close to zero as possible, but

realistically, public health individuals typically identify an outbreak more

than a day later.

o Task 5: Once the groups have been identified, the final task deals with

identifying the minimal set of algorithms through one more stage of filtra-

tion using speciflcity and sensitivity vaìues obtained from step one of the

framework. This task scans through each of the groups and attempts to

flag algorithms that have both highest sensitivity and highest specificity

when compared to other algorithms in the same group. If one algorithm

Ìras higher sensitivity but sorne other algorithm has higher specificity, then

both the aigorithms need to be considered.

This step of the framework yields a minimal subset of candidate algorithms

that have minimal relation with each other and thus, form close to an indepen-

dent minimal set that would be sufficient to deduce a confidence measure for an

outbreak decision for a given day.

5.3.4 Step 4: Point-based Confidence Evaluator

The final step of the proposed framework deals with pulling together the finclings

from the first three steps and working out a scheme that produces a value that

corresponds to overall confidence. There are three main parameters that need to

be investigated.
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Y=mX+b

m - slope
b - y-intercept

Day €

I

Epidemiologically Significant Window (À)

Figure 5.7: Rise Rate Analysis

5.3.4.L Parameters of Interest: Rise Rate

The first parameter is the rate of change (referred to as rise rate) of actual daily

count values over a specific time period, which provides some basic knowledge of

the positive or negative trend over the last few days and also yields the speed

with which the change is occurring.

Fig 5.7 illustrates a typical snapshot from daily counts data where the y-

axis represents daily raw count and the x-axis represents the day with D(A)

representing the current day. The rate of change (À) is computed using basic

linear regression method l7al to define a line that fits the daily count values in

best possible manner:

\- nLrA - ÐrDy
nD12 - (Ðr)'

where n is the number of points being considered, z is the day and g is the count.

To be effective, the computation of rate is limited to a specific time frame
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where / is the current day and X¿ is the time series for daily counts.

5.3.4.3 Parameters of Interest: Outbreak Decisions

Based on the output of step three of the framework, the individual outbreak de-

cision flags need to be considered. These provide the third parameter of interest,

/¿, where i refers to the algorithms in the minimal set. Each ó¿ can have one of

two values: true representing an outbreak has been detected by algorithm i and

false representing no outbreak decision by algorithm 2..

5.3.4.4 Point System: Rules

The overall objective of the framework is to produce a set of algorithms, that is

as minimal as possible, to evaiuate an aberration decision for any given day with

some confirlence value. Due to availability of multiple aigorithms, a system that

facilitates incremental confidence building based on contributions from various

algorithms needs to be developed. A bimodal approach to confidence evaluation

is proposed to address this issue as shown in Fig 5.9.

This bimodal approach is based on the concept of contribution to positive

and negative confidence of a decision. The fundamentaì premise of the proposed

scheme is a rule set, wirich is defined as the set of rules that coilectively contribute

to either positive or negative confidence. Positive confidence is a measure of col-

Iective strength of rules that contribute to a decision that supports identification

of start of an outbreak. On the other hand, negative confidence is a measure

of collective strength of rules that contribute to a decision that is against the

decision of start of an outbreak. Rule sets are made of weighted combination of
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<-
Negative Confidence
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Figure 5.9: Point Assignment Scheme

identified parameters of interest. Further discussion on details of rule sets will

follow shortìy. Once the ruie set has been iclentified, appropriate weights (or

points) are assigned to the members of the rule set contributing to either side. A

set of rules that contribute to positive confidence by collective summation of all

of their respective points (p) are referred to as the R set. On the contrary, a set

of ruies that contribute to negative confidence by collective summation of all of

their respective points (n) are referred to as the L set. That is, each side adds

its collective contribution followed bV (p - n) to come up with overall confidence

with 0 as the no dec'is'ion poi,nt.

The following rules contribute to incremental positive confidence (R side

rules):

Ó¿: true Yi e K

À¿)TuxÀ¿-r

a¿)Tu*ad-t

No Decision Point

where d is the current day and K is the number of algorithms in the minimal set.
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That is, there are K + 2 rules that contribute to positive confidence with each

rule having a point magnitude of p¡, where k e (K+2).

The following rules contribute to incremental negative confidence (L side

rules):

VicK

where d is the current day and K is the number of algorithms in the minimal set.

That is, there are K + 2 rules that contribute to positive confidence with each

ruie having a point magnitude of p¡, where k e (K+2).

The use of À and ø requires introduction of some threshold value that defines

the decision points in both the upward and downward directions. Thus, the

scheme makes use of 7} parameter for the positive (or upside) threshold value

and T¿ for the negative (or downside) threshold value. Both of these values can be

computed using sophisticated approaches like neural networks, however, a simple

intuitive approach using hysteresis (Fig 5.10) was adopted. That is, À and ø

would contribute to positive confidence if the current dav values were at least Q

times bigger than the previous day values. However, they would only contribute

to negative confidence if the current day values were less lhan T¿ times previous

day values. This approach assists in identifying abrupt rises and falls in the count

vaiues with respect to immediate history. The proposed rule of thumb is to use

T. = 3 xT¿.
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Daily Counts

Figure 5.10: Threshold Hysteresis

To summarize, there are total of Z :2(K + 2) rules that define a specific rule

set Ç for a given point assignment z. In an attempt to simply the representation

of rules and associated point assignments for L and R rules, a concise convention

was designed as follows:

Ç, : þfi1 ,2Y: ,3n: , 4n: , 5Y; , , zi:í)

where numbers 7 to Z represent the Z ruIes, Lpz is the point assignment for the

Zth Left rule and &z is the point assignment for the Zth Right rule.

Wirh I possible rules on each side, the most obvious choice is a balanced

systern with the maximum number of points for negative cc¡nfidence and the

maximum number of points for positive confrdence to equal multiple of !. fhat

is, if both sides matched in their outcomes, then the overall confidence value would

equate to 0, an indecisive line. To facilitate wider base of different points and
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Figure 5.11: Maximum lrlumber of Points

associated effects on overall decision, a system that exercises the point assignment

with an unbiased (random) allocation of points is necessary. However, before such

a system can be developed, the value of maximum points for each side (M) needs

to be established. This can be achieved as follows:

Z

LP¿: Ivl
i:r

where p¿ represents point allocation for r.¿à rule.

in Fig 5.11, x-axis represents M and y-axis represents the total number of

point assignment possibilities for Z : 12 (that is, K : 6). In this specific case)

M : 12 seems reasonable as it is located at the knee of the rising curve and

provides 6188 assignment possibilities, a number that is quite reasonable for

simulation purposes.

Now that the rules and point assignment method have been designed, there

is a need for devising a system that interprets outcomes of the application of

identifred rules and associated points and yields an optimal point assignment

that produces desired outcome. The proposed approach is to group obtained
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100 Sensitiv¡ty

Figure 5.12: Clusters

points on the scatter sensitivity versus specificity plot into clusters of interest as

shown in Fig 5.12. The iclea is to iclentify specific areas of interest (AOI)on this

scatter plot that produce outcome that is superior when compared to any single

algorithm. That is, three AOIs are identified as follows: high specificity (left top);

high sensitivity (bottom right) and maximum sensitivity/specificity (knee).

Any of the commonly used clustering techniques may be used to identify

AOIs. The proposed approach utilizes k-means clustering [68] technique as it

allows identification of initial centroids of desired clusters, which is attractive

since, as discussed above, typically one would like to look at very specific clusters

that provide, for instance, high specificity and high sensitivity - that is, AOI(3).

The objective of k-means approach is to minimize total intra-cluster variance,

or, the squared error function:

k

V :D Ð lr¡ - t"ol,
i:l:rj€S¡

where there are k clusters S,(V? € k), r¡ is the sensitivity/specificity pair on the
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scatter plot corresponding to Ç and p¿ is the centroid or mean point of all the

points within cluster l.

Application of clustering methodology yields a multitude of rule sets Ç each

of which produce a sensitivity/specificity pair zçn yielding:

4t*:{rcn},Vo.,r

Once ry'6 has been figured out, the idea is to then pick an appropriate rule set

in a given cluster k that falls in the desired AOI and use it for computing the

overall confidence value. Note that one could develop an algorithm to identify an

optimal point assignment within a cluster.

5.4 Nomenclature

In summary, the proposed CAIF framework utilizes multiple variables as follows:

o N is the number of aigorithms in the candidate set.

o p is the agreement matrix between all pairs of algorithms within the candi-

date set.

o 7¿ is the minimum agreement threshold used to identify nearest neighbors.

o K is the number of algorithms in the minimal set.

o Z is the total number of positive and negative rules.
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. M is the maximum number of points typically a multiple of f .

o Tu is the positive (or upside) threshold value for point assignment scheme.

o T¿ is the negative (or downside) threshold value for point assignment

scheme.

o A is the epidemiologically significant window in days.

o À is the rate of change of actual daily count values over a specific time

period A.

o c,., is the relation clf the current clay's count with respect to A.

o þ¡ is the inclividual algorithm's outbreak clecision flag based for a specific

algorithm j within the minimal set.

o Ç is the rule set based on minimal set and specific point assignment i.

o uqn is the sensitivity/specificity pair computed for a specific rule set i.

o tfs¡" is a set of sensitivity/specificity pairs computed for ali point assignments

within a cluster k.

Based on this list, the following set, referred to as CAIF Parameters, needs

to be populated using various steps of the framework:

C AI F V ariables : {¡y', p,T.q, I{, Z,Tu,Ta, L}

84
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CAI F Parameterr : {À, a,ó¡}

and following output values:

C AI F Outputs : {e¿, uen,1þr}

Using the above nomenclature, the proposed four-step framework can be out-

lined as follows:
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CAIF Framework

Step 1:

(a) Identify outbreak data set(s)

(b) Initialize candidate aigorithm set

Define N

(c) Compute sensitivity, speciflcity and time-to-detect for each algorithm

Step 2:

Compute agreement analyzer p * (p.orreLøtion or pnowo)

Define p and T¡

Step 3:

Execute Minimal set identification process

Define K, Z and NI

Step 4:

(a) Setup inputs to point assignment scheme:

Define Tu, T¿, L.

(b) Compute À, ø and þ¡

(c) Execute randomized strategy to obtain (z

Compute specificity/sensitivity pairs zln

(d) Apply clustering technique(s) to generate ry'¡

(e) Cornpute overall confidence value utilizing one of the rules sets in

tþn
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5.5 Summary

A novel aberration interpretation framework has been proposed for producing a

confidence based system decision focusing on high confidence values at the start

of an outbreak. The framework comprises of multiple steps to allow identifica-

tion of a subset of algorithms as well as a dynamic point assignment scheme for

computing a balanced decision.

The proposed framework provides a multitude of benefits:

1. Savings in the computation effort by identifying only a smaller subset of

algorithms that are necessary and sufficient for a sound system clecision.

2. Provides a mechanism to derive confidence value based on dynamic point

assignment system.

3. Produces a superior overall system decision within desired AOI when com-

pared to any single algorithm.

4. Provides a framework for future research to investigate optimal point allo-

cation systems as well as analysis of new algorithms and their effects on the

overall decision.

The next chapter presents an application of proposed scheme along with re-

sults obtained from a simulator developed during the course of this research. The

method is also adaptable or extensible. The framework introduced here captures

the essential elements of a confidence l¡ased decision process.
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Simulation Results

6.1 Environment

A simulation environment was setup using Borland Cf* Builder Professional

Version 6.0 development tools running on Windows XP platform. A graphical

user interface was designed using the available components within the develop-

ment suite. Details on the actual simulator have been provided later in this

chapter.

In addition to a custom simulator, an open source statistical package R was

used to perform some of the required statistical analysis. This package is available

online at [69].
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6.1 . 1 Simulator

A graphical user interface based simulator was custom developed for the purposes

of this study. The simulator was developed in stages reflecting the four steps of the

proposed framework. Generic routines to process input data files were developed

to enable automated processing of large number of frles using inherent C++ file

and string manipulating functions.

Fig 6.1 illustrates a screenshot from the CAIF Simulator developed during

the course of this research. A graphical interface window to allow setting of

various parameters was also developed that would simply modification of the

key parameters without requiring code change and recompilation. Specifically,

the number of data sets to use in Step 1 and Step 2 via two digit F1 and F2

parameters with values ranging from 00 to 99. The simulator composes filenames

for the datasets using these parameters (sF7-F2.csu) and thus, requires the data

sets to be present in the directory serving as the repository for the data sets. This

allows for automated file processing of up to 10,000 files.

6.2 CAIF Flamework Steps

Details of the specific parameters within the simulator will be touched upon while

discussing each of the steps separately. The following sections provide results

and detailed discussions corresponding to each of the steps of the proposed CAIF

framework.
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6.2.L Step la: Simulated Data Sets

In order to enable the computation of various key metrics defined within the

framework (sensitivity, specificity, and time to detection), there was a need to

either generate or obtain simulated outbreak data as real-life outbreak data is

in limited supply. Fortunately, CDC [70] provides a large number of simulated

data files each containing 100 iterations of 6 years of daily data, 1994-1999, using

a negative binomial distribution with superimposed outbreaks. Outbreaks of

various shapes and sizes are randomly placed throughout the data including 1-

day spikes and log normal distribution based outbreaks.

6.2.2 Step lb: Identify Candidate Algorithms

The following nine algorithms were implemented within the CAIF simulator as a

candidate algorithm set.

o Three-day Moving Average (3MA): A simple three day moving average with

period equal to three and rp as count for Dth day with D : 1 as the current

clay. An outbreak is flagged when 3MA sum exceeds a thresholcl value of

p l2o, where ¡-r and o. are computed based on historical data.

3MA:(tr+*"+rz)13

Five-day Moving Average (5MA): A simple five day moving average with

period equal to five and rp às count for Dth day with D: 1 as the current

day. An outbreak is flagged when 5MA sum exceeds a threshold value of
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[t*2o, where ¡t and ø â,re computed based on historical data.

5M A : (q I 12 * rs * 14 + 15) 15

Seven-day Moving Average (7MA): A simple seven day moving average with

period equal to seven and r p as count for Dth day with D : 1 as the current

day. An outbreak is flagged when 7MA sum exceeds a threshold value of

p,l2o, where ¡r and o-are computed based on historical data.

T lVI A : (q * 12 * 13 * :t:a I 15 * 16 * 
"r) 17

Weighted Moving Average (WMA): A variant of the simple moving average

with each day weighed differently, with the current day having the largest

weight. The period was set to three days and ïp às count for Dth day and

lxp às the weight for Dth day with D : 1 as the current day. An outbreak

is flagged when WMA sum exceeds a threshold value of p' * 2o, where ¡i

and ø are computed based on historical data.

W M A : (wtrt * w2r2 * w34) f3

u1 :7f 2,uz: Il3 an,d uss : 716

Exponentially Weighted Moving Average(EWMA): A variant of the simple

moving average with the current day having most of the weight and an

exponential decay of weights for the remaining days. The period was set to

three days and r p as count for Dth day with D : 1 as the current day and
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weight, u, set to 0.5. An outbreak is flagged when EWMA sum exceeds a

threshold value of p, * 2o, where ¡r and o are computed based on historical

data.

EW M A¿o¿ay :'u)r p + (1 - w) EW M Ayesterd.as

Cumulative Sums (CUSUM): Commonly used syndromic surveillance algo-

rithm implemented with K-parameter set to 1; D : 1 is the current day; p

and ø are calculated from the entire data set (that is, all available data). An

outbreak is flagged when the CUSUM exceeds the H-parameter (decision

interval). In this case // was set to 3.

C(I SU Mbd.ay : rno:x,(g,CU SU Maesterd.ay + (z - K)),

Z:(rp_tr)lo

Early Aberration Reporting System (EARS) - C1: CDC based syndromic

surveillance aigorithm implemented with K-parameter set to 0.1; D : 1 is

the current day; p and a are calculated from the previous 7 days, D-1 to

D-7. An outbreak is flagged when C1 exceeds the H-parameter (decision

interval). In this case H was set to 2.

CI : m,ar(O, (ro - tr - Ko) I o)

Early Aberration Reporting System (EARS) - C2: A variant of C1 imple-

mented with K-parameter set to 0.1; D : 1 is the current day; ¡-t and o
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are càlculàted from 9 previous days r.ith à two day lag, D 3 to D e. Arr

outbr-c¿rk is flaggcxl t'hr:n C2 cxc:rxrrls the H-partrrnctcr (c.lcxrisiol irttcrv:r,l).

In tl.ris case H was set to 2.

C2: mat(O, (xp - ¡t. - Ko)lo)

o Early Aberration Reporting System (ÐARS) - C3: A variant of C1 which

includes the prevl.ous days sum; implenented with K-parameter set to 0.1;

D : 1 is the curretll dav; ¡l and o are calculated from 7 prer.ious days *,ith

a two da¡, lag, D 3 to D e. An outbreak is flagged when C2 exceecìs the

lÌ parameter (decision interval). In this case LI was set to 2.

CSto¿"y: mar(O. C3r."t..a"y i (.¡¡1 - p - Ko)lo)

Note that a paràmeters tab had to be developed within the simulator to

enable setting of the paraneters discussed above for each of the algorithms in the

candidate set.

6.3 Step 1c: Specificity, Sensitivity and Time

To Detect Evaluation

The sensitj.r.itr., sPccificitv antl timr: to clctc<t lr¿ìrânìetcrs rvcrc corrtputclci using

formuÌas discussed in tìre previous chapter'. The flnal vaÌues for each algorithm

were obtained by ar,eragrng the results from tcl input files each containing over

200,000 days of simulation outbrcak data,

g4
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The following table lists mean values of sensitivity, specificity and time to

detect parameters for each of the algorithms executed over simulated data sets.

Algorithm Time To Detect (days) Specificity (%) Sensitivity (%)

3MA 7.87 99.35 48.07

5MA D tÊ.
t).ùù 99.53 34.32

7MA 4.30 99.49 23.02

WMA 1 ÐÐI.()J 99.17 52.72

EWMA 2.87 98.98 45.77

CUSUM 0.83 88.52 53.98

EARS C1 7.27 92.67 86.25

EARS C2 0.79 92.90 88.36

EARS C3 0.76 81.62 96.13

Visualizing these values in a form of a line chart (Fig 6.2), we can clearly

identify the difference between moving average algorithms (3M4, 5N{4, 7MA,

WMA, EWMA) and cumulative sum based algorithms (CUSUM, Cl, C2, C3).

That is, rnoving average algorithms seem to have very high specificity but also

take longer to detect true positives and thus might miss an entire outbreak if it

is over a short span. On the other hand, CUSUM based algorithms compromise

specifrcity to yield better sensitivities and thus produce comparable specificities

and sensitivities.

This is an expected observation since moving average algorithms are designed

to detect shifts in counts based on immediate past and thus depending on the

averaging window size they might miss short-lived outbreaks yielding poor sen-

sitivities. That is, they will detect most of the true negatives (high specificity)
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Figure 6.2: Mean Scnsitivity and Specificity Values

as well as they will yield a high number of false negatives (low sensitivity). On

the other hand, CUSUM based algorithms provicle a tracle off between the two

parameters due to their inherent implementation of analysis based on the differ-

ential values of the mean. It is worthwhile to note that the lower sensitivity for

CUSUM algorithm is probably a result of setting the H parameter to a value of 3.

Rrrthcrmore, higher specificity for C1, C2 and C3 algorithûr.s can probably be at-

tributed to the fact that the outbreak trigger is governed by a much shorter time

period (between seven to nine days) as compared to moving average algorithms

which base their trigger points (mean and standard deviation) on the entire data

set.

6.3.1 Step 2: Agreemerrt AnalYsis

Now that the sensitivity, specificity and time to detect parameters were computed

for each algorithm, the next task was to identify a relationship evaluator matrix.

Both the correlation and kappa coefficient approaches were implemented within

the simulator.
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First, a correlation matrix was generated using 600 years of simulated data.

The diagonal of this matrix always consists of ones. This is because these are the

correlations between each variable and itself (and a variable is always perfectly

correlated with itself). A correlation matrix is always a symmetric matrix.

In order to get an appreciation of types of relationship that exist between

different algorithm pairs, three specific examples were plotted as shown in Fig

6.3. For example, the correlation between 3MA and EWMA algorithms, although

positive, was quite weak. Detailed analysis showed that most of the agreement

between these algorithms was confined to the lower half of the parametric values.

On the other hand the relationship between 5MA and 7MA was vely strong and

seemed to match throughout the spectrum. Finally) an example of a poor rela-

tionship was that between 7MA and C3 algorithms. This was expected because

in contrast to moving average algorithms, CUSUM algorithms are based on very

different metrics.
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3MA 5MA 7MA WMA EWMA CUSUM C1 C2 C3

3MA 1.00

5MA 0.92 1.00

7MA 0.83 0.95 1.00

WMA 0.98 0.93 0.84 1.00

EWMA 0.17 0.33 0.48 0.2r 1.00

CUSUM 0.41 0.33 0.25 0.36 -0.72 1.00

C1 -0.22 -0.20 -0.03 -0.22 0.32 -0. i6 1.00

C2 -0.27 -0.29 -0.31 -0.28 0.31 -0.r4 -0.03 1.00

C3 -0.34 -0.35 -0.34 -0.35 0.31 -0.18 -0.01 0.96 1.00
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Irl4VA = 0.1655

tffthii'"
Caælfltís behv$ s¡,tA a¡d 7MÂ - 0 950"i

Figure 6.3: Correlation Examples

l,lext, significance values for each of the pairs had to be computed. Using

the t-test formula from the previous chapter, any value greater than 0.16 in the

correlation matrix clears the two-tailed critical value (1.644) for probability of less

than 0.05. This suggests that if Pcorretati.on was used as the agreement analyzer,

then one could use T;.:Tf"etation - 0.16 as the threshold value'

Next, considering the results for kappa coefficients. Similar to the previous

coefficient matrix, the diagonal of this matrix always consists of ones. This is

because these are the coefficients between each variable and itself (and a variable

is always perfectly correlated with itself). A kappa matrix is also a symmetric

matrix.
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An interesting thing to note is that the kappa matrix is very similar to the

correlation matrix (pcorretation = pr"oppo). That is, it produces similar level of

agreement and disagreement between a set of algorithms as does the correlation

matrix. This raises the comf'ort level significantly as the kappa matrix is basecl orr

actual decisions of the algorithms (that is, binary values), while the correlation

matrix is based on actual counts generated by each algorithm before a decision

is made. In the following steps, p is set to ptoppo with 7a :TI"*": 0.5 based

on the agreement guide provided by Landis and Koch [73].

So far, the following vaiues for the CAIF variable list have been identifiecl:

{l/ : 9, p: pttappa,T¡:0.5}
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3MA 5MA 7MA WMA EWMA CUSUM C1 C2 C3

3MA 1.00

5MA 0.74 1.00

7MA 0.58 0.79 1.00

WMA 0.95 0.74 0.58 1.00

EWMA 0.07 0.27 0.36 0.07 1.00

CUSUM 0.21 0.23 0.23 0.21 -0.06 1.00

C1 -0.19 -0.18 -0.05 -0.i9 0.23 -0.09 1.00

C2 -0.20 -0.19 -0.19 -0.20 0.27 -0.10 0.07 1.00

C3 -0.28 -0.26 -0.15 -0.28 0.29 -0.72 0.10 0.63 1.00
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6.3.2 Step 3: Minimal Set ldentification

The following list guides through each task of the third step of the proposed

framework. Recall that the objective of this step is to generate the minimal set

from candidate set of algorithms.

Task 1: The candidate algorithm set was set to [3M4, 5MA, 7MA,

wMA, E.WMA, CUSUM, C1, C2, C3].

Task 2: Based on p, the CAIF Simulator produced a closest relative matrix

of [\MMA, 7MA, WMA, -1, -1, -L, -L,, C3, -1], where -1 represents

an independent algorithm.

Task 3: Based on the closest relative matrix, a working set of [0, 0, 0,

1, 1, l-, 1, 0, 1] was produced, where 'f implies that the corresponding

algorithms were considered in the grouping task (Task a).

Task l: Based on the working set obtained in the previous task, the CAIF

Simulator yielded the following three groups in order: G1 : [0, 0, 0, 0,

0, 0, 0, 0, 0], G2 : [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, ]-, 0, 0, 1] and G3 : [0, 0, 0, 1,

0, 0, l-, 0, 0]. That is, recalling the definitions of groups G1, G2 and G3

from previous chapter, none of the algorithms in the candidate set had TTD

value of close to zero ; CUSUM and C3 as algorithms with TTD value of

less that one day; and WMA and C1 as algorithms with TTD value greater

than one day.

Task 5: Based the three groups produced in the previous task, the CAIF

Simulator produced [WMA, CUSUM, Cl, C3] as the minimal set. That

is, the first group was empty set with no algorithms; the second group was

100
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set to [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1] because CUSUM and C3 complement

each other in terms of sensitivity anrl specificitV values; anrì flnally the

third group was set to [0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0] because WMA and C1

complement each other as well.

In surnmary, the final minimal set to be passecl to next step was irlentifreri

as [\MMA, CUSUM, Ct, C3]. It is quite interesting to note that all but one

of the CUSUM based algorithms from the initial algorithm set were included in

the fi.nal minimal set but only one out of five moving average based algorithms

was present. This is due to the fact that all four CUSUM based algorithms are

designed in slightly unique manner in terms of their use of baseline data, time

Iags and trigger points.

With this result, the CAIF variable list was updated to:

{l/ : 9, p : pt"oppa,Te : 0.5, K : 4}

6.3.3 Step 4: Point-based Confidence Evaluator

Based on the identified minimal set, the rule set (Ç) was defined as follows.

right-side positive confidence contributing rules:
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1R

2R

ÐE()

4R

5,R

6Ã

ócusut,t : Lrue

Ócz : true

ówu¡: true

Óct : true

À¿)TuxÀ¿-r

a¿)Tu*ud-t

and the left-side negative conficlence contributing rules:

71

oLL

,)L

47

I¿L

6t

ócusu¡rt : f alse

ócs: false

(brnrnro: f alse

óct : f a,Ise

À¿ 1T¿ x À¿-t

Q¿ 1T¿ x ad.-t

Note that there are 6 rules on each side, i.e. Z :6. The obvious choice for M

: 12 as discussed in the previous chapter as this value is at the knee of the point

assignment possibilities curve and provides sufficient possibilities for a random

point assignment strategy. This means that the sum of all points contributed by

each rule on each side adds up to 12 (I00% possitive confidence) or -72 (100%

negative confidence).

Finally, the values for the two thresholds Q and 7¿ needed to be defined.

Based on some preliminary work on the simulated data sets, the values for T.
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andT¿ were set to 1.15 and 0.5 respectively. That is, on avelage during peace

time, both À and ø staycri within fifteen percent between current clay ancl previous

day, thus value of Q was set to (1 + 0.15). Since the proposed value for 7¿ is

approximately three time Tu, its value was set to 0.5. One could analyze these

values and perform in-depth analysis for their optimal values using wide variety

of techniques. This was not done here as the objective was to illustrate the overall

framework as opposed to determining optimal values of parameters such as T.

and, T¿. In the event the framework is considered to be of value, it would then be

desirable to attempt to optimize its various components.

The CAIF variable list was now complete with the following vaiues:

{l/ : 9, P : Pt¡appa,Te : 0.5, K : 4, Z : 6,Tu : 1.75,7¿ : 0-5, M : 72,4 : 7}

Once all the parameters were computed, the CAIF simulator was setup to

perform many iterations to produced a large variety of point assignment using

randomized point assignment strategy where only unique combinations of points

for each set were allowed. This produced a scatter plot of specificity against

sensitivity as shown in Fig 6.4. As expected, the points on the scatter plot,

independent of the number of point assignments used, seem to cluster in three

âreas: top left, bottom right and knee of the curve.

Once the scatter plot was ploduced, as per the framework, using the R tool

[69], k-means clustering vias applied to identify points that lie within the desired

AOIs. Numerous iterations of k-means were generated on 2500 point assignments

with the number of centroids equaling 3, 10, 15 and 20 to produce clusters as

shown in Fig 6.5 (a-d).
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Cluster Specificity (%) Sensitivity (%)

1 92.94 88.15

2 98.35 53.42

J 84.93 92.50

4 90.15 87.38

l) 66.50 94.63

o 88.28 90.78

I 94.52 54.74

8 89.10 54.39

I 81.46 95.92

10 86.89 94.4r

From the above list, the three clusters of interest representing the AOIs were

2, 5 and 10 with the following centroids (98.35, 53.42), (66.50,94.63) and (86'89,

94.4I). For AOI(1), none of the point assignments provided a better result than

simply running WMA algorithm which yielded (99.17, 52.12) as the specificity

and sensitivity values. Thus, the conclusion was that the proposed framework

does not provide any benefit in cases when highest possible specificity is desired.

For AOI(2), the identified centroid of (66.50, 94.63) provided a cluster with about

125 point assignments. For example, the following rule set, obtained by randomly

selecting a point assignment from a set of 125 possibilities within AOI(2), yielded

sensitivity of 98.64t/o with specificity of 6I.06%, a result that is not achievable by

any one algorithm independentìy:
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which translates to positive confidence associated with the following rules,

Öcusu¡rr : true ---+ 4Poi'nts

Öct : true ---+ 4 Points

NA---r0poi,nts

NA--0po'ints

À¿ ) Tu x À¿-r ---+ 2 Poi,nts

a¿)T¿*ud.-t-2Points

Negative confidence associated with the following rules,

t07

1R

2R

cRù

4R

xR

6n

71

27

óL

4¡

5r

61

NA'-0points

ócs: Jalse---+Spoints

NA---0poin,t,s

NA-+0poi,nts

Àa 1Tu x À¿-t --+ I Point

u¿ 1 T¿ x ad-t ---+ 8 Points

lrtrote that each side of the Iule set contributes a maximum of M :12 points

providing an overall confidence measure ranging from -12 (100% negative confi-

<lence) to *12 (100% positive confidence).

For AOI(3), the identifiecl centroid of (86.89 , 94.4I) is quite close to the result

produced by EARS C3 algorithm. However, this cluster has over 200 point

assignments some of which yieid higher sensitivity and specificity values than

EARS C3 which provides the best pair from all algorithms in the candidate set.
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For example, the following ruie set yieids (86.39, 95.50):

(r1,23, B?,43,53,6?)

which translates to positive confrclence associatecl with the following rules,
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1,R

2n

oR()

4n

rÃ
L,

6n

NA--0points

NA---+0points

Ów¡¿¡: trt-Le ---+ 2 Poi'nts

óct : true '-+ 3 Points

À¿ ) Tu x À¿-r ---+ 5 po'ints

a¿ ) T¿ * ad-t ---+ 2 points

öcusvu: f alse ---+ lpoint

ócs: f alse-6poi,n,t,s

ówu¡: f alse---+Tpoint

NA---,0points

À¿ 1Tu * À¿-r -+ 3 points

a¿1T¿*ad-t-Ipoi,n't

Negative confidence points associated with the following rules,

I7

oLL

ôL

41

roL

6r

Next, it was time to apply the computed parameters and one of the rule sets

from desired AOI cluster (in this case AOI(3)) to a sample outbreak within the
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Figure 6.7: Simulated Outbreak Analysis

simulated data sets and confirm its effectiveness. (Fig 6.7) illustrates a snap-

shot that superimposes daily counts during outbreak mode along with computed

confidence measure using the above rule set.

As shown, the framework suggests an outbreak day with confidence measure

of *1" (å ot 8.33% positive confidence) on day 6, a day before an outbreak is

going to start (point A). Although a false positive decision, it is a weak false

positive that aids in planning for the following day which wili have a strong

positive confidence measure of. *7 translating to fr or 58.3% positive confidence

(point B). This is exactly what the aim of this framework was set to be, that is,

iclentify start of an outbreak with some level of confldence measul'e. Further to

note, as the outbreak progresses, the confi.dence seems to drop to negative values.

This is because the framework is intended to monitor initial start of an outbreak.

As the values stabilize during an outbreak, the confidence measure of start of an

outbreak will diminish as expected.
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6.3.4 Application of CAIF to a Real Scenario

l'lext, the same rule set from AOI(3) was applied to real emergency room visit

data for the city of Winnipeg obtained from the Canadian Early Warning System

119, 581.

As shown in Fig 6.8, one of the key observations is that the indication that

an outbreak is going to occur in the rrext few days was identiflecl by a higher

confidence value on Day 8, which was most likely the first day of an outbreak

curve with peak on Day 11. Further, the confidence measure was computed based

on an minimal set identified by the proposed framework and not the entire set of

nine algorithms. That is, the minimal set identifiecl by the proposed framework

was sufficient to detect the start of an event a few days earlier than it was actually

detected.

It is worthwhile to spend a little bit of time analyzing some of the days plotted

on the chart.

o Day 8: Three of nine algorithms suggest an outbreak out of which two

are from the identified minimal set. Looking at this at face value would

produce a biased decision that we had no signs of start of an outbreak on

day 8. However, considering only the minimal set, there is a split decision,

and using the proposed point assignment system a confidence measure of

f 5 translating to $ or aI.7% positive confidence is produced. Thus, there

were clear signs for start of an outbreak on that day as suggested by a

strong conficlence value.

o Day 9: The confidence value drops drastically to just above the 0 or no
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Figure 6.8: An Application of CAIF
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decision line. This is due to the actual count staying at similar level as the

count for previous day thus the ô and ø values did not change much and

thus did not contribute to the overal] confidence value as strongly as they

did on the previous day. However, the confidence value still stayed above

zero point indicating some level of activity.

o Day 11: This is the day when the counts of cases during an outbreak are

the highest. AII four algorithms of the minimal set declare an outbreak,

however, the framework produces confidence measule of only *5. This is

because the framework is monitoring start of an outbreak and not neces-

sarily the peak. At the peak, both À and ø do not contribute their portion

to the overall confi.rlence measure since neither the recent most count nor

the count deita satisfy the rules as defined in the positive set.

Using the proposed framework, the identification with significant confidence

would have been detected on Day 8 and initial start of some activity instead of

delayed identification which occurred on Day 11.

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, the process of obtaining values of ail CAIF parameters as well as

results of application of CAIF approach using the computed parameters to both

simulated and real outbreak scenarios were discussed at length. A simulation

environment was setup that comprised of custom simulator for some aspects of the

proposed approach as well as commercial and open source packages to compute

various statistical and epidemiological parameters used in the proposed approach.
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The data for simulation were obtained from CDC.

Nine candidate aigorithms were selected based on literature review of most

commonly used aberration detection algorithms, details of which were presented

including the values of various parameters used by each of the algorithms. The

epidemiological parameters (sensitivity, specificity and time to detect) I¡/ere com-

puted using the simulation environment. A discussion on the obtained values for

these parameters in relation to each candidate algorithm was provided.

Two approaches for measuring the agreement between various candidate algo-

rithms were consid ered: correlati,on and kappa coeffici,en,t's Both approaches were

simulated and the resulting coefficient matrices were discussed. Both approaches

provided similar outcomes and thus, it was a matter of selecting one approach.

The decision v/as made to make use of kappa coefficients due to its acceptance

within the epidemiological community.

Based on the agreement matrix and epidemiological parameters, the minimal

set was computed. The five-step process was explained and the final set of four

algorithms (wMA, CUSUM, CL, C2) was identified. using this minimal set

along with À, ø and /, the rule sets corresponding to three areas of interest (AOI)

were iclentifiecl. It was concluded that the proposed approach clicl not provide

any gains in case of AOI(1) as WMA provided better result as a standalone

algorithm. However, the approach provided significant gain rvhen considering

AOI(2) and AoI(3).

Finally, the proposed CAIF approach was applied to a real scenario generating

very promising results for identifying start of an outbreak with high confidence

measure thus, providing significant heads-up for a potential start of an outbreak.
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It is important to note that the nine algorithms used as candidate set have

various parameters that may be tuned to obtain better performance for particular

types of outbreaks depending on incubation and type of infection mechanism.

That is, the proposed framework is not intended to discourage optimization of

existing algorithms but instead provide a platform to (1) evaluate algorithms

against each other, (2) extract the complementary strengths of algorithms and

(3) provide collective prediction for start of an outbreak.

LT4



Chapter 7

Alternate Methods

This chapter provides description of some of the commonly used techniques for

data mining, pattern recognition, classification and prediction and includes results

of their application to the problern of minimal set identification, that is, Step 3

of the proposed CAIF approach.

It is vital to note that these approaches are not typically applied to solve such

a problem, however, careful definition of inputs and outputs aiong with proper

interpretation of associated results provides excellent aiternatives for minimal set

identification process that can be compared against the proposed CAIF approach.

Please note that most of the descriptive text (excluding the results and the

application of techniques to the probiem) in this chapter related to existing tech-

niques has been adapted from existing literature as they provide better explana-

tion of these techniques. Effort has been macle to present the ¿escription in a

more appiicable manner to this research, however, it was difficult to completely

rewrite the text.
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7.L Bayesian Networks

A Bayesian network [75] is a model that encodes probabilistic relationships among

variables of interest. It can be represented as a network of variables where the

connection points (or arcs) between them are drawn from cause to effect'

Keeping in mind our objective of developing a meta-algorithm (or an envelope

algorithm) that utilizes the strengths of multiple anomaiy detection algorithms

and not of devising a new stand-alone anomaly detection algorithm, it is quite

difficult to identify variables of interest and their cause-effect relationships for

building a bayesian networks. However, such approach is quite appropriate for a

stand alone algorithm such as PANDA [66] described in one of the earlier chapters.

For example, within PANDA, a dynamic probabilistic causal model using

a Bayesian network representation is created for each patient. Such a patient-

specific causal model includes variables that represent risk factors (e.g., infectious

disease exposures of various types), disease states, and patient symptoms. Some

of the variables in each patient-specific network are linked (via arcs) to population

variables, such as a variable that represents spatio-temporal information about

the release of an infectious agent. Also, if the disease state of a patient P is

potentially influenced by another patient Q (".g., if Q has a contagious disease

and P was exposed to Q), then the causal model for P would have arcs into it

from the model for Q. The inter-linked patient-specific causal models form a large

causal Bayesian network that represents the entire population being modeled.

As can be deduced from this example, it is difiÊcult to identify such cause-

effect relationships between algorithms and thus, bayesian networks were not

investigated any further for the identification of minimal set.
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7.2 Decision Trees

Next, the application of decision trees to identifying a minimal set was considered.

Decision tree generation process can be viewed as a process of identifying those

input variables that play a significant roìe in classifying most of the data correctly

given values of input variables and expected output. The following description

for decision trees has been extracted from 176,771.

A decision tree is a logical model represented as a binary tree that shows

how the value of a target variable can be predicted by using the vaiues of a set

of predi,ctor variables. A target variable is the variable whose values are to be

modeled and predicted by other variables. A predi,ctor variable is a variable whose

values will be used to predict the value of the target variable.

At a fundamental level, a decision tree comprises of nodes (Fig 7.1). Each

node represents a set of records from the original dataset. lrlodes that have child

nodes are called interior nodes. Nodes that do not have child nodes are called

terminal or leaf nodes. The topmost node is called the root node. A decision

tree is constructed by a binary split that divides the rows in a node into two

groups (child nodes). The same procedure is then used to split the child groups.

This process is called recursiue partiti.oning. The split is selected to construct a

tree that can be used to predict the value of the target variable.

Some of the key features of decision trees include:

1. Easy to build, understand and interpret.

2. Handles both continuous and categorical variables.
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Figure 7.1: An Example of a Decision Tree

3. Performs classification as well as regression.

4. Automaticallv handles interactions between predictor variables.

5. Identifres importance of each predictor variables (in this case, the algo-

rithms).

One of the most accurate modeling technique based on decision trees is called

TleeBoosting, which is a method for improving the accuracy of a predictive

function by applying the function repeatedly in a series and combining the out-

put of each function with weighting so that the totai error of the prediction is

minimized. In many cases) the predictive accuracy of such a series greatly exceeds

the accuracy of the base function used alone. In a TreeBoost model, the first tree

is fitted to the simulated data. The residuais (error values) from the fi.rst tree are

then fed into the second tree which attempts to reduce the error. This process is
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ïepeated through a chain of successive trees. The final predicted value is formed

by adding the weighted contribution of each tree. Usually, the individual trees

are fairly small, but the full TreeBoost additive series may consist of hundreds of

these small trees.

using a commercially availabie software DTREG 1771, a TreeBoost was gen-

erated based on 600 years of simulated data with each day comprising of all nine

outbreak decisions and a flag indicating actual decision. AII nine algorithms were

used as predictor variables and the simuiated outbreak flag was used as a cat-

egorical (0 or 1") target variable. simulation was setup to build 20 trees with

a maximum of 10 levels within each tree. The following overall importance of

variable list was produced:

Algorithm Importance (%)

WMA 100.00

C2 22.70

EWMA 16.64

MA5 4.86

C3 4.65

CUSUM 2.72

C1 2.47

MA7 T.I4

MA3 0.00

As the tabìe shows, only WMA, C2 and EWMA contributed significantly to

the process. This is an expected result as 89% of the days in the simulated data

set have a decision of 0. WMA, C2 and EWMA being algorithms with high

i19
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specificity. one would expcct then to pla.v a vital .-ole it such biased dataset with

l.arge number of rto otL,l,break days. On the other hand. I'hen the input dàtâ set

was nrodified to have 500 days with 59% of tÌre days as no oulbreak davs (thts,

producing a close to balanced data set). then the result t'¿s drastically difierent

rvith following list as the variables of ir:rterest;

Algorithni lmportance (% )

C3 100.u0

CI]SI;\,{ 83.65

C2 83. ã9

EW\44 46.271

WNIA 15.86

N4A7 9. ó4

\,I45 ó.62

C1

x,lA3 0.00

In this case, C3, CUSU\'I, C2, EWN,IA ard WN,IA plav a vital role. This

result is once again expected as collectir.ely this set contributed to high sensitivitv.

When the two results are put together, the same set of algorithms appear on both

side, which is ver-y encour-aging as the identified algolithm c).osely rnatches the

minimal set rdentified by CAIF.
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7.3 Significance of Contribution Graph

A novel approach that is very similar to decision trees was developed and imple-

mented referred to as sr,gni.fi,cance of contri,buti,on (SOC) graph. It analyzes each

predictor variable (an algorithm) individually at each leveì and identifies one with

highest contribution before proceeding to next level, where it considers all other

variables and repeat the recursive process until no benefrt is realized by adding

more levels. The major difference with decision tree approach is that in decision

trees the next level is a binary split using next predictor variable if classification

is not complete.

An SOC graph is merely an OR network that exploits collective strength

of multiple algorithms and identifies a sequence of algorithms that maximize

the coverage of an outbreak decision, that is, maximum probability of correct

decision. Fig 7.2 illustrates the SOC graph created using the nine candidate

algorithms representerl as nodes and the maximum significance nocles in bokl

and located in the center of the graph. Each link between two nodes provides

a coaerage strength value that corresponds to probability of picking up correct

decision using the nodes in the chain with OR logic.

Analysing this further, the graph illustrates that a combination of four algo-

rithms (C3, CUSUM, Cl, WMA) provide maximum contribution for detect-

ing days with an outbreak. Adding any more nodes does not increase the overall

coverage strength of the system.

The graph is built one levei at a time where a node with maximum coverâge

strength becomes the root node for second level. This significantiy reduces the

complexity by eliminating exploration of insignificant nodes. For instance, if one
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Figure 7.2: The Significance of Contribution Graph
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was to build an SOC graph in its entirety, then there would be:

Possi,biliti,es : t
1 (r(9

which equates to 511- possibilities. A rather large number for a realistic pre-

sentable graph.

In summary, the SOC graph resuits in the same selection of minimal set as

the Step 3 of the CAIF framework. Although this approach is based on pureJ.y

simulated data without any fundamentals such as correlation and epidemiological

parameters (sensitivity, specificity), it increases the confidence and comfort level

of the result produced by the proposed CAIF approach.

7.4 Linear Discriminant Analysis

The following description and example images for linear discriminant analysis

(LDA) have been extracted from [78].

Originally developed in 1936 by R.A. Fisher, d'iscrim'inant analysi,s is a classic

method of classifrcation that has stood the test of time. It often produces models

whose accuracy approaches (and occasionally exceeds) more complex modern

methods.

In discriminant analysis, the dependent variable (Y) is the group and the

independent variables (X) are the object features that might describe the group.

The dependent variable is always a categorical variable while the independent

(:)
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variables can be any measurement scale.

The LDA technique can be used if the assumption is that the gloups being

analyzed. are linearly separable, which suggests that the groups can be separated

by a linear combination of features that describe the objects. If there are only

two features, the separators between objects group become lines. If there are

three or more features, then the separators become hyper-planes'

Using the DTREG Simuiator, Iinear discriminant analysis was performed on

the balanced data set of 500 days which generated the following importance of

variable table:

Algorithm Importance (%)

C2 100

C3 35

EWMA 72

CUSUM 11

MA7 C)

MA3 2

WMA 2

C1 1

MA3 0

once again, the aigorithms deemed to play a vital role include c2, c3, EWMA

and CUSIJM. Interesting observation is that WMA is not considered as one of

the important algorithms. In any case, the output minimal set supports that

proposed by CAIF.
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7.5 Support Vector Machines

The folk-iwing description and imagcs for support vector machines have been

extracted from 177, 79, 80].

One frnal technique thàt was considered is called srLltytort uector rnach'ine ap-

proach. A Support Vector Machine (SV\4) performs classiflcation by constructing

an N-dimensional h¡'perplane that optimâIl). separates the data into two cate-

gories.

WitLiin SVNI model, ¿ predì.ctor variable is called an attrzbuLe, and a tlans

forrned attribute that is used to deflne the hyperplane is called a featu're. The

task of choosing the most suitable representation is known as feature seLection. A

set of features that describes one càse (that is, a row of predictor values) is called

à vector. So the gonl of SV\I morlelilrg is to firid tlie optirnal ltyperplane tLat

separates cÌusters of vectors in such a rvay thàt points with one categorl' 6f ¡þs

target variable are on one side of tìre plane and points with the other categorv

are on the other sizc of the plane. The vectors near the hl.pclplane are called the

su,pport uectors.

The simplcst t'av to clivicl<: tlvo gtoups is s'ith ¡r str-aiglit Ìitri:, flat lrlale ol alt

N-dimensional hyperplane, But t'hat rf the points are separated by a nonlincar

regiorl? Il thàt case we need ¿r rrortlinear dividing line. Rather thaù fitting

lonlinear curves to the data. SVNI handles this by using a kernel {unction to

rnnp th<l data into ¿l clilferelt s¡ritc:r: wht:lt: a hvpc-,-pl:rrrc c¿rri be t.Lsi:d 1'o do tlitr

separation (see Fig 7.3).

There are many difTerent types of kerneLs that can be used, however, the
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Separation tnay be easier in higher dinrensions

feature -ã
map
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@

@

complex ilr low dinrensíons

Figure 7.3:

following is a list of most commonly

simple in higher dimensions

SVM Kernel l77l

used [80]:

I¿*r¡

(^1, o, ¡ * coe f f icient)deoree

-^,1-._-.12e tlú1 *31

tanh(1r¿r ¡) + coe f f icient

-+ Linear

'- Polanomial

---+ Radi,al Basis Fu"n,ction,

--+ Sismoi,d

Once again, using DTREG simulator, the

importance of variable table using a balanced

kernels:

following list was generated as the

set of 500 days for each of the four
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Algorithm RBF (%) Linear (%) 2"d order PolynomiaÌ (%) Sigmoid

C2 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

EWMA 36.23 40.00 10.00 7.76

WMA 34.78 4.67 5.00 2.59

MA3 34.78 4.67 5.00 2.59

MA5 28.99 0.00 3.00 r.72

MA7 26.09 27.69 6.00 3.45

C1 2.89 0.00 1.00 0.00

C3 2.89 0.00 19.00 60.35

CUSUM 0.00 0.00 12.00 (. Io

Its interesting to see that different kernels provide different results. However,

most appropriate result that corresponds to other approaches is generated by

sigmoid kernel with minimal set of C2, C3, CUSUM and EWMA.

7.6 Summary

In summary, all four approaches provide similar minimal set as the proposed CAIF

approach. The following table summarizes the findings and provides comments

for each of the approaches.
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Approach Minimal Set Comments

CAIF WMA, CUSUM, C1, C3 Based on epidemiological

parameters (sensitivity,

specificity and time-to-

detect) and statistical

agreement (kappa coeffi-

cient or correlation).

TreeBoost WMA, CUSUM, C3, C2, EWMA Based on decision trees and

TreeBoosting technique.

SOC Graph WMA, CUSUM, C1, C3 Based on novel recursive

tree building approach

based on significance

of contribution by each

algorithm.

Linear DA CUSUM, C2, C3, EWMA Based on discriminant

analysis.

SVM CUSUM, C2, C3, EWMA Based on support vector

machines and associated

sigmoid kernel.
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As can be seen, the proposed CAIF approach produces results that are con-

firmed by various different approaches. The analysis of all the discussed ap-

proaches are based on actual number of outbreak days in the input dataset,

which is in complete contrast with proposed CAIF approach that uses sensitivity

anri specificity measures which clepend on identifying an outbreak at least once

during an outbreak period.

t28
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The advantage of CAIF over the alternative approaches discussed in this chap-

ter is its simplicity of implementation and logical process of identifying the min-

imai set. The stepwise approach is both clear and easy of follow when compared

to complicated mathematical models such as support vector machines with their

kernels. This makes CAIF attractive from both implementation and further re-

search perspective.
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Chapter I

Conclusion

As emphasized throughout this document, recent advances in technology have

made it possible to gather, integrate, and analyze large amounts of data in real

time or near-real time. These nev/ technologies have touched off a renaissance in

public health surveillance. For the most part, the traditional purposes of health

surveillance have been to monitor long-term trends in disease ecology and to guide

policy decisions. With the introduction of real-time capabilities, surveillance now

holds the promise of facilitating early event detection and to assist in day-to-day

disease management.

For prompt response and mitigation of serious outbreaks, disease events must

be detected early and monitored in as near real time as possible. Early detection

provides the opportunity not only to implement strategies to reduce exposure

and limit disease, but also to mobilize front line response personnel and resources

to meet primary care needs. A surveillance system that allows for the early

detection of a disease episode (whether intentional or natural) would enable an
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earlier, more rapid response. The detection problem is currently a challenging

one for a variety of reasons, including continuous changes in the environment,

host, and biologic agents, which change how a disease may plesent and evolve.

The challenge is further compiicated by the lack of integrated systems to collect,

store, and analyze relevant surveillance data.

Once detected, disease events must be monitored and assessed accurately and

in real time. Ongoing information on the prevalence, incidence, characterization,

severity, and location of cases will provide health professionals with the informa-

tion necessary to mobilize and allocate resources, monitor progression, and plan

next steps. Mass numbers of individuals presenting to one emergency room will

require a different type of response than modest mrmbers presenting to several

emergency rooms in the same city. Individuals phoning into a tele-health service

with similar symptoms from throughout an entire region would likely indicate

the need for greater resource mobilization than the case where calis originate

only from one neighborhood.

A detailed discussion on various epidemics and threats of influenza has been

proviclecl in the first chapter. It covers the historical perspective of influenza

since the spanish flu. The chapter goes on to discuss the Canadian public health

infostructure and presents some ke5' findings outlined in the Naylor report' A

justification of reaÌ time surveillance to potentially combat natural (accidental)

and bioterrorist (intentional) biological crisis has been provided. In summary,

the chapter states that an inter-disciplinary health surveillance approach needs

to be embraced, where health officiais, assisted by automated acquisition of data

and generation of statistical alarms, monitor disease indicators continually (real-

time) or at minimum daily (aggregate) to detect outbreaks of diseases earlier and
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more completely than would otherwise be possible with traditional public health

methods. Moreover, due to hierarchical and disparate nature of the health system,

various types of health-care facilities will have to interact and participate and thus

generate massive amounts of data and result sets that need to be analyzed for

anomalies and presented to the public health individuals for investigation and

decision making.

The second chapter provides a summary of some of the major existing syn-

dromic surveillance systems around the giobe in terms of their objectives, data

collection and analysis methods. Real-time public health data surveillance sys-

tems are becoming key tools necessary to detect epidemics and initiate timely

responses to outbreaks. An effective surveillance svstem woulcl be able to detect

the onset of any bio-terrorism related or naturally occurring disease outbreak at

an early stage. Such early warning can aid in effective mobilization of resources

during an outbreak. There are many such systems in place today in various parts

of the world. An important point to note is that most of these systems collect

data from remote locations to a centralized repository and then perform data

analysis with various types of front-ends for data presentation. As discussed,

this centralized data collection approach results in large amounts of data. With

declining cost of memory storage devices and ease of getting access to aggregate

data, such systems can play a vital roie in identifying multi-disciplinary health

threats. However, such systems must comprise of efficient methods and processes

to deal with large amounts of data and anomaly interpretations.

The third chapter provides a detailed scan of analytical anomaly detection al-

gorithms, which includes some of the most commonly used analytical algorithms
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by the existing systems. With recent development in technology, real-time sta-

tistical disease monitoring has become an important issue. Biological terrorism

and warfare has motivated development of computer systems for automatically

detecting abrupt and epidemiologically significant changes in public health sur-

veillance data. Such systems use automated anomaly detection algorithms to

cletect ancl alert anomalous findings. Two main categories of algorithnl.s were

discussed: mou'ing auerage and cusum based.

This fourth chapter proposes a conceptual architecture, referred to as

t}re architecture for real-t'ime informati,on standardi,zati,on and transforrnati'on

(ARTIST), for a real time surveiliance system and identifies fundamental and

support components required to deal with various functions related to data col-

lection, analysis and presentation. The discussion is intended to provide an un-

derstanding of various functional components of a typical real time surveillance

system including a critical surveillance gap relating to interpreting anomaly de-

tection outcomes produced by individual aberration detection aigorithms.

The fifth chapter provides the details of the proposed confidence-based anom-

aly interpretation framework to quantitatively measure the anomaly outcomes

generated by various algorithms by exploiting relationships between them. A de-

tailed discussion has been presented including various algorithms and processes

that facilitate confidence based interpretation to identify the start of an outbreak

early on. This framework may be used to further the research in the following

areas: (1) implement a larger set of algorithms within the framework and study

their effects on the overall decision; (2) investigate optimal point allocation sys-

tems that potentially are computationaliy effi.cient when compared to proposed
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random assignment scheme; and (3) explore learning systems such as neural net-

works within the framework to cI<;vise a system that potentiallv adapts to rlifferent

minimal algorithm sets based on seasonality and variation in the data.

In the sixth chapter, the process of obtaining values of all CAIF parameters as

well as results of application of CAIF approach using the computed parameters to

both simulated and real outbreak scenarios were discussed at length. A simuia-

tion environment was setup that comprised of custom simulator for some aspects

of the proposed approach as well as commercial and open source packages to

compute various statistical and epidemiological parameters used in the proposed

approach. The data for simulation were obtained from CDC. Nine candidate aigo-

rithms were selected based on literature review of most commonly used aberration

detection algorithms, details of which were presented including the values of var-

ious parameters used by each of the algorithms. The epidemiological parameters

(sensitivity, specificity and time to detect) were computed using the simulation

environment. A discussion on the obtained values for these parameters in rela-

tion to each candidate algorithm v/as provided. Two approaches of measuring the

agreement between various candidate algorithms were considered; corcelati,on and

kappa coeffici,ents. Both approaches were simulated and the resulting coeffi.cient

matrices were discussed. Based on the agreement matrix and epidemioiogical

parameters, the minimal set was computed. A five-step process was explained

and the final set of four algorithms (wMA, CUSUM, CL, C2) was identified.

Using this minimal set along with À, ø and /, the rule sets corresponding to

three areas of interest (AOI) were iclentifiecl. It was concluderl that the proposerl

approach did not provide any gains in case of AOI(1) as WMA provided better

result as a standalone algorithm. However, the approach provided significant gain

when considering AOI(2) and AOI(3). Finally, the proposed CAIF approach was
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applied to a real scenario generating very promising results of identifying start

of an outbreak with high confidence measure thus, provirling significant heacls-up

for a potential start of an outbreak.

The seventh chapter provides description of some of the commonly used tech-

niques for data mining, pattern recognition, classiflcation and prediction and

includes results of their application to the problem of minimal set identiflca-

tion, that is, Step 3 of the proposed CAIF approach. Although the identified

approaches are not typically applied to solve such a problem, however, careful

definition of inputs and outputs along with proper interpretation of associated

results provides exceÌlent alternatives for minimal set identifi.cation process that

can be compared against the proposed CAiF approach. The results indicated

that all four approaches provided similar minimal sets as the proposed CAIF ap-

proach. The advantage of CAIF over other discussed approaches is its simplicity

of implementation and logical process of identifying the minimal set. The stepwise

approach is both clear and easy of follow when compared to complicated mathe-

matical models such as support vector machines with their kernels. This makes

CAIF attractive from both implementation and further research perspective.

In conclusion, the proposed framework provides a multitude of benefits:

1. Removal of algorithm redundancy by identifying only a smaller subset of

algorithms that are necessary ancl sufficient for a souncl system decision.

A mechanism to derive confrdence value based on dynamic point assignment

system.

A superior overall system decision within desired AOI when compared to

any single algorithm. However, there is obviously the potential that a more
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sophisticated technique will be more powerful, in which case it would be

additive to the framework and likely more easily accepted by the community.

4. A framework for future research to investigate optimal point allocation sys-

tems as well as analysis of new algorithms and their effects on the overall

decision.

Finally, the following is a list of potential areas for future research based on

the proposed framework:

l. Further Generali,zati,on: Implementation of other versions of exponential

smoothing schemes including seasonality corrected approach and its appli-

cation to the overall framework.

Ti,rne Effecú: Taking into account time of day, day of week, week of month

and month of year within the framework and use it to deduce further re-

dundancy between various algorithms.

Id,enti,fi,cati.on of Opti.rnat Rule: TJse of more sophisticated clustering tech-

niques as well as optimal point identification systems to come up with best

rule to use within a given area of interest.

Data Labeli,ng: Ã feedback mechanism for public health specialists to close

the loop for labeling outbreaks and no-outbreak decisions. This will extend

the framework to allow for other techniques for evaluation pulposes.

5. Inuari,ant Mi,nirnal Set: There is no question that some algorithms are

better than others when looking at different types of outbreaks. Applying

a variety of outbreak types to the data (beyond log normal, daily spikes,

i36
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etc) wiil help in flguring out if the minimal set produced by the framework

is invariant.
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Appendices

The following two appendices arose out of informal discussions with the mem-

bers of the examining committee.

The first attempts to outline some of the challenges facing implementation

and deployment of health surveillance systems from within a Canadian context.

The second is an attempt to add credibility to the work undertaken by ex-

tending the framework to include more complex or aggressive algorithms than

typical in heaith surveillance systems-
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Appendix A

Current Issues

This appendix is dedicated to identifying some of the major issues that biosurveil-

Iance community faces with increasing need for sophisticated electronic systems

and evolutionary data access abilities.

An assessment of the Canadian public health surveillance environment indi-

cates that improvements are needed along the entire surveillance life cycle from

data, to information, to intelligence, to communication (sharing of intelligence).

Intelligence sharing is important because public health surveillance not only in-

cludes data exchange and analysis, but also the dissemination and sharing of in-

formation. Communication among and between stakeholders is often overlooked

as a piece of the surveillance ptzzle. To the contrary, communications is proba-

bly the most critical cornponent of an effective public health surveillance system.

This understanding of heaith surveillance is in line with Naylor's definition in his

2003 report in which he reflects upon the 2003 SARS episode in Canada [15]:

Health Surveillance is] the tracking and forecasting of any health
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event or health determinant through the continuous collection of high-

quality data, the integration, analysis and interpretation of those data

into surveillance products (for example reports, advisories, alerts, and

warnings), and the dissemination of those surveillance products to

those who need to know.

Over the past several years, a number of widely publicized health events have

sparked much reflection, debate, and subsequent action relating to the state of

public health surveillance in Canada. Two large waterborne outbreaks (an E.

coli outbreak in Walkerton, Ontario, in 2000 and a cryptosporidiosis outbreak in

North Battleford, Saskatchewan, in 2001 [81]), the 2003 SARS episode in Toronto,

Ontario, and fears of bioterrorism since September 2001 have all prompted local,

Provincial/Territorial, and Federal health authorities to critically assess their

surveillance capacities, particularly with respect to infectious diseases.

1. Web-based and wireless technoì.ogies, data extraction tools, and advanced

modeling and forecasting methods all have surveillance enabling roles to

play. However, along with potentially facilitating public health surveillance

in Canada, information technology also has the potential to further compli-

cate an already complex public health arena. Over the past several years'

there has been an explosion in technologies that are potentially applicable

to public health surveillance. The challenge now is not whether processes

are technically possible, but which technologies to harness and for what

purposes, and how to implement and integrate them with existing systems

and business processes. Given the seemingly infinite supply of new tech-

nologies, it is critical that in the development and implementation of new
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suryeillance systems, the ultimate purpose for harnessing new technologies

be clearly rleflne<l ancl unclerstood.

The growing divide in technical knowledge between the ultimate users of

surveillance systems (i.e., public heaith stakeholders) and information tech-

nology professionals could result in surveillance systems and tools that do

not fully meet-or do not efficiently meet- their intended goals. A fully closed-

loop system that provides analytical tools to the public health stakeholders

and expects interpretations from stakeholders is much needed. This closed-

Ioop approach will facilitate label'ing of outbreaks which is paramount to

development of future algorithms.

With the exception of some very recent advances in syndromic surveilÌance

and other close to real-time surveillance approaches, public health surveil-

lance has not fundamentally evolved much this past century. Data on spe-

cific diseases are gathered, aggregated at a central location, analyzed, and

summarized. For the most part, public health surveillance is still very much

ciisease- oI program-specific. How data are gatherecl, aggregated, analyzecl,

and summ arized may be quite different for influenza than for enteric ill-

nesses, and different again for sexually transmitted diseases. Many disease-

specific surveillance systems stili rely on the manual collection of data from

the providers, mail and fax (and now email) to deliver data to a centralized

location, manual execution of basic statistical procedures to summarize the

data, and mail and fax (and email) to distribute the results. This poses

challenges with data collection.

it is well recognized that a comprehensive early warning system must iden-

tify as many individuals as possible early in the disease plocess when they

ó.

4.
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have nonspecific symptoms, such as cough or diarrhea, and then use statis-

tical algorithms to flnd any interesting patterns among the sick indivicluals

that suggest that an unusual event is occurring. Such a system needs to re-

ceive data directly and within an acceptable time frame. Candidate sources

of early warning data are many and include emelgency departments, labo-

ratories, pharmacies, and tele-triage systems. Such diverse nature of data

providers combined with their own unique systems creates a need for a

dynamic and flexibie architecture for data collection and coilation.

5. Despite their promise for facilitating early event detection and real-time

disease monitoring, real-time surveillance systems, particularly syndromic

surveillance systems, have not been a main priority in the health care com-

munity. The primary reason is that syndromic surveillance is sti[ an un-

proven concept, and the expectations of what can be accomplished through

syndromic surveillance vary widely. Many public health stakeholders are

afraid of data and alert overload. Furthermore, for many) the technolo-

gies and methods employed (particularly complex statistical algorithms)

are foreign. An evaluation of the effectiveness of syndromic surveillance is

urgently needed so that policy makers can determine if, when, and how

these rnethods shoulcl be applied. To be effective, a screening tool such as

syndromic surveillance must detect outbreaks early and lead to more effec-

tive intervention than if the outbreaks were detected through traditional

means. The proportion of relevant outbreaks that syndromic surveillance

detects, the extent to which relevant outbreaks are detected early, and the

rate of false aiarms remain largely unknown, as are the benefits in terms of

changes in the course of illness and community health.
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The framework proposed in this document aids in identification of minimal

set of algorithms fi'om a pool of algorithms that woukl be sufficient for

identification of start of a potentiai event. However, careful note must be

taken that implementing such a framework alone is not sufficient moving

forward. New algorithms needs to be deveioped. Existing algorithms need

to be improved. The framework may then be used to compale the newly

developed algorithms against a growing pool of aigorithms.

The framework proposes a distributed data collection environment using

the proposed ARTIST architecture. The fact that data comes from ge-

ographically distributed locations, algorithms that consider spatial scans

need more dedicated research focus, although some algorithms do exist al-

ready, nonetheless, the area needs mole lesearch as various parameters may

provide wealth of knowledge into the outbreak identiflcation issue, such as

population, demographics and vicinity.

Due to the nature of health care system and seamless human mobility, there

is a need for systems that put emphasis on automated patient linkages

between various systems within a jurisdiction and between jurisdictions.

Issues such as changing residency, treatment across jurisdictions and cross-

border treatments need to be investigated.

A thorough description of statistical challenges in modern biosurveillance has

also been provided in [82].

b.

7.

8.
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Appendix B

CAIF Generalization

The proposed conflclence based aberration interpretation framework (CAIF) is

wetl suited for evaluation of new algorithms in relation to a set of candidate aigo-

rithms pool. Indicators such as uniqueness of an algorithm in terms of collective

contribution as a set may be deduced by applying the algorithm through the

framework steps ancl monitoring the iclentifiecl minimal set. This appendix is fo-

cused at introducing a new algorithm in to the candidate set, an algorithm that

has never been considered duing the development of the proposed framework.

The application of new aigorithm to the framework provides support for:

t. Scalabi.tiúy: ability of the framework to deal with introduction of new algo-

rithms in terms of number of candidate algorithms.

2. Performance: does the framework perform as expected when introducing

an efficient algorithm.

3. Ftetibi,ti,úy: ability of the framework to analyze a different type of algorithm
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than the ones implemented during the simulation study and development

of the framework.

Keeping the above in mind, an effective and parsimonious approach referred to

as exponential smoothing [83] was investigated. A version of this technique that

takes trending into account was implemented. Exponential smoothing techniques

are simple and intuitive yet very robust ancl effective approaches to forecasting.

Aithough widely used in business arena, the techniques may be used effectively

for aberration detection based on their forecasting abilities.

The following set of equations were used to implement the daily trend cor-

rected exponential smoothing (ES) algorithm [84]:

Ti: (7 - 0)T¿¡ + þ(F¿ - F¿-t)

where fr is the smoothed trend for current day 'i, p is the trend smoothing

constant (set to o.7),7,-:. is the smoothed trend for previous day zi -I, F¿ is the

simple exponential forecast for current day i and 4-r is the simple exponential

forecast for previous day (z - 1) and,

F¿: F¿-t * a(C¡-1- Ft-r)

where C¿-r is the actual daily count for previous day (i - 1) and a is the expo-

nential smoothing constant (set to 0.5).

This algorithm along with the other nine candidate algorithms (3M4, 5MA,
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7MA, WMA, E\MMA, CUSUM, Ct,, C2, C3) were applied to the frame-

work using a data set of simulated outbreaks over 200000 days (the same set

used to simulate the nine candidate algorithms in the chapter that discusses sim-

ulation results). As expected the ES algorithm produced â very high specificity

(9b.8%) and much higher sensitivity values (71.7Ù/o) when compared to the other

five moving average variants. This signals that the eventual minimal set shoulrl

include ES as one of the algorithms. The issue, howevet, is whether it would

replace any of the existing four minimal set algorithms (wMA, cusuM, cl,

C3) or complement them. That is, how does ES relate to the others in the pool

of candidate algorithms?

Running through step 2 of the framework (the agreement analyzer)' it was

interesting to note that ES algorithm did not agree (at least strongly) with any

of the other candidate algorithms. That is, the kappa value against aìl other aigo-

rithms was less lhat Tj"nn" (which was set to 0.5). This means that ES algorithm

procluces slightiy clifferent clecisions than any of the existing algorithms. Specif-

ically, the values were: (0.486, 0.448, 0.424, 0.393, 0.323, 0.L29, -o.O4l,

-0.015, -0.036) corresponding to the other nine algorithms identified above. As

expected the algorithm has stronger relationship with variants of moving average

algorithms than the cusum based algorithms. However, the relationship is not

strong because the issue with the moving average techniques is that they often

fail to respond quickly to trends in the data. The application of trend adjustment

along with exponential smoothing formulates a forecast that includes the contin-

uously learned trend adjustment. The trend adjustment also uses a smoothing

constant to enable dynamic weight assignment to more recent changes in the

trend based on its value.
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Finally, going through the third step of the framework, the identified minimal

set was (WMA, ES, CUSUM, C1, C3). That is, ES was considered to be

an independent algorithm and did not replace any of the previously identified

minimal set algorithms. Specifically, the following list guides through each task

of the third step of the framework.

o Task 1: The candidate algorithm set was initialized to [3M4, 5MA,

7MA, 'WMA, EWMA, CUSUM, Cr, C2, C3, ES].

o Task 2: Based orr pkappat the CAIF Simulator produced a closest relative

matrix of [WMA, 7MA, WMA, -1, -1, -1, -1, C3, -1, -1], where -1

represents an independent algorithm.

o Task 3: Based on the closest relative matrix, a working set of [0, 0, 0, 1,

1, l-, 1, 0, l_, 1] was produced, where 'f impiies that the corresponding

algorithms were considered in the grouping task (Task  ).

o Task l: Based on the working set obtained in the previous task, the CAIF

Simulator yielded the following three groups in order: G1 : [0, 0, 0, 0,

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] , G2 - [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0] and G3 : [0, 0,

0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1]. That is, recalling the definitions of groups G1' G2

and G3 from previous chapter, none of the algorithms in the candidate set

had TTD value of close to zero ; CUSUM and C3 as algorithms with TTD

value of less that one day; and wMA, C1 and ES as algorithms with TTD

value greater than one day.

o Task 5: Based the three gloups produced in the previous task, the CAIF

simulator produced [wMA, cusuM, c1, c3, Es] as the minimal set.

That is, the first group was empty set with no algorithms; the second gloup
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was set to [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1-, 0] because CUSIJM and C3 complement

each other in terms of sensitivity and spcrificity values; and finally the third

group was set to [0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1] because WMA, C1 and ES

complement each other as well.

This brief study demonstrates that the proposed framework may be scaled

to include new algorithms and identify appropriate minimal set based on the

strengths of the new algorithm when compared to algorithms in the candidate

pool. Furthermore) it also emphasizes the need to seriously investigate all forms

of exponential smoothing technique including seasonality [85, 86] and level [83]

and their respective application to aberration detection.
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